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A DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
SLABS CONTINUOUS OVER FLEXIBLE BEAMS
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Object and Scope of Investigation.-The purpose of this bulletin
is to explain a method of analysis for certain types of continuous slabs
subjected to concentrated or distributed loads. In order to study such
problems as the effect of wheel loads on a slab continuous over steel
stringers, or on a single-span bridge-slab with integral curbs or other
stiffening beams at the edges, it is necessary to have a rapid method
of analysis. Of course, analytical procedures do not answer all the
questions that arise in connection with the design of a slab. Certainly
the procedure presented herein is not intended directly for use as a
design procedure. The analysis applies to a structure with certain
ideal properties, but does not deal with such problems as the ultimate
strength of the slab, effects of temperature, shrinkage, and exposure
to weather.
The method of analysis is applicable to any rectangular slab simply
supported on two opposite edges, with any manner of support on the
other two edges, and continuous over any number and spacing of
rigid or flexible simple beams transverse to the simply-supported
edges. The slab may have sections of different depths or with differ-
ent moduli of elasticity provided that, in each rectangular section
formed by parts of the simply-supported edges and transverse lines
thereto, the depth and elastic moduli are constant. It is assumed that
the supporting beams offer only vertical support to the slab along a
line. Under certain conditions the torsional restraint offered by the
beams may be taken into account. However, in every case, it must be
assumed that there are no horizontal shearing forces or frictional
forces on horizontal planes between the slab and the supporting
beams, or, in other words, that there is no resultant horizontal direct
stress on any vertical cross-section in the slab or in a beam. An ap-
proximation to "T beam action" may possibly be made by modifying
the actual stiffness of the supporting beam.
The analysis is exact in the sense that it leads to formulas in
terms of infinite series that satisfy the fundamental equations of the
ordinary theory of flexure of slabs* for homogeneous, elastic, and iso-
tropic material. The formulas so obtained are the same as those given
by others for certain special cases that have been analyzed. Generally
*See Appendix A for a discussion of the ordinary theory of flexure of slabs.
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the distribution procedure is convenient for obtaining numerical re-
sults 'rather than formulas, and it is intended for this use.
The essential features of the procedure are similar to, and de-
rived from, the moment-distribution method of analysis developed by
Hardy Cross.* Obviously other analytical procedures applicable to
continuous beams or continuous frames may be applied to continuous
slabs in much the same way as the present analysis. Marcust point-
ed out that an equation analogous to the three-moment equation could
be applied to slabs continuous over rigid beams, and made analyses
for a number of cases. An analysis of slabs continuous over rigid
beams was also given by Galerkint.
A method of solution in which simultaneous equations are used to
determine the constants entering into the formulas for the deflections,
and consequently the moments, shears, etc., for some particular cases,
is given by Weber. ¶ Formulas for various quantities such as deflec-
tions, moments in the slab, and moments in supporting beams for a
number of cases of rectangular slabs supported on two or three flexible
beams, are given by Jensen.§ The distribution procedure described
in the present report bears somewhat the same relation to other pro-
cedures and the formulas derived thereby as the moment-distribution
procedure for continuous frames bears to the slope-deflection method,
or the equation of three moments, and formulas for moment co-
efficients.
Numerical values of the quantities necessary for the analysis by
the distribution procedure are tabulated in Section 22 and are ex-
plained in Chapter II. These quantities-stiffness, carry-over factors,
fixed-end moments, and fixed-end reactions-are used in exactly the
same way as in the analysis of continuous beams. The loading on the
slab is divided into components in a manner described in Section 5,
and each component is treated separately. One obtains, finally for
each panel, component edge moments and edge deflections. The ef-
fects of these on the interior of the slab are considered as corrections
to the effect of the load on a simply-supported panel of the slab, as is
outlined in Section 17. The resultant effect in the interior or at an
edge is found by superposing all the component effects.
*Hardy Cross, "Analysis of Continuous Frames by Distributing Fixed-End Moments," Trans.
Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 96, 1932, p. 1-156.
Hardy Cross and Newlin D. Morgan, "Continuous Frames of Reinforced Concrete," 1932, John
Wiley and Sons, New York, Chapter IV.
fH. Marcus, "Die Theorie elastischer Gewebe und ihre Anwendung auf die Berechnung biegsamer
Platten," 1932, Julius Springer, Berlin, p. 201-240.
tB. G. Galerkin, "Elastic Thin Plates," (in Russian), 1933, Gosstrojisdat, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.,
p. 43-74.
¶Erhard Weber, "Die Berechnung rechteckiger Platten, die durch elastische TrAger unterstiltzt
sind," Ingenieur-Archiv, Vol. 8, No. 5, 1937, p. 311-325.
§V. P. Jensen, "Solutions for Certain Rectangular Slabs Continuous Over Flexible Supports,"
Univ. of Ill., Eng. Exp. Sta., Bul. 303, 1938.
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In general the distribution procedure for any component of the
loading converges more rapidly than the corresponding distribution
in a continuous beam, but the procedure must usually be applied for
several components in order to get the effect of the whole loading.
Illustrative examples showing the way in which the procedure may
be used, and the manner of obtaining the required numerical constants
from the tables given in Section 22, are presented in Chapter VI.
The use of the procedure in studying influence surfaces for slabs is
pointed out in Chapter VIII, and certain qualitative aspects of the
analysis of slabs are discussed in Chapter IX.
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3. Notation.-The following notation is used throughout this
bulletin:
x, y = horizontal rectangular coordinates. The origin of
coordinates is always at a simply supported
edge of the slab. The y axis is always parallel
to the pair of simply supported edges of the slab.
z = vertical coordinate, positive downward.
u, v = particular values of x and y, respectively.
a, b = span lengths in the directions of x and y, respec-
tively, of a panel of the slab.
n = integer representing number of arcs of a sine wave
of deflection, moment, shear, etc., alternately
plus and minus, across the span of length a.
s = a/n.
w = deflection of the slab or of a beam, positive down-
ward.
h = thickness of the slab in a particular panel.
I = h3/12= moment of inertia per unit width of the
slab in a particular panel.
E = modulus of elasticity of the material of the slab
in a particular panel.
= Poisson's ratio of lateral contraction for the
material of the slab in a particular panel.
N = EI/(1-u2) = measure of stiffness of an element
of the slab in a particular panel.
E = modulus of elasticity of the material in a beam.
I = moment of inertia of the cross-section of a beam.
El = measure of stiffness of an element of a beam.
P = concentrated load applied to the slab, positive
when acting downward.
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F = load per unit of length distributed over a line,
positive when acting downward.
p = distributed load per unit of area, positive when
acting downward.
Vx = vertical shear per unit of length acting on a cross-
section of the slab normal to the x axis, positive
when acting upward on the part of the slab,
bounded by the cross-section, having the
greater values of x, as shown in Fig. 1. This
definition corresponds to that of shear in a
beam.
V, = vertical shear per unit of length acting on a cross-
section of the slab normal to the y axis, positive
when acting upward on the part of the slab,
bounded by the cross-section, having the
greater values of y, as shown in Fig. 1.
Rx, R, = vertical reactions per unit of length defined in
the same manner as Vx and V,.
Re = concentrated reaction at a corner, as shown in
Fig. 1.
Mx, My = bending moments in the direction of x or y,
respectively, per unit of length, acting on a
section normal to the x axis or y axis, respec-
tively, positive when producing compression at
the top of the slab, as shown in Fig. 1.
Mx = twisting moment in the directions of x and y per
unit of length, positive when tending to produce
compression at the top of the slab in the direc-
tion of the line x = y, as shown in Fig. 1.
Mbeam = bending moment in a beam, positive when pro-
ducing compression at the top of the beam.
F = load per unit of length acting on a beam, positive
when acting downward.
R = vertical reaction per unit of length acting at an
edge parallel to the x axis of a panel of the slab,
positive when acting downward. See Fig. 3.
M = the bending moment My at the edge of a panel of
the slab. See Fig. 3.
RF, MF = values of R and M for a given loading when the
edges of the panel of the slab parallel to the x
axis are fixed against deflection and rotation.
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4 = rotation of an edge, numerically equal to the slope
in the y direction of an edge parallel to the x
axis of a panel of the slab, positive when in the
direction of positive M at that edge; also rota-
tion of a cross-section of a beam about a longi-
tudinal axis, positive as indicated in particular
cases.
A = deflection w of an edge parallel to the x axis of a
panel of the slab, or deflection of a beam, posi-
tive downward.
G = E/[2(1+p-)] = modulus of elasticity in shear of
the material in a beam.
Mr = total twisting moment or torque acting in a cross-
section of a beam, positive when acting counter
to the sense of positive 4D on the part of the
beam, bounded by the cross-section, lying on
the side of the larger values of x.
dMr
m = - = moment per unit of length, causing
dx
twisting of a beam, distributed along the longi-
tudinal axis of a beam, positive when MT de-
creases with x, or positive in the same sense as
positive 4).
d4)
0 =- = relative rotation per unit of length of
dx
cross-sections of the beam, positive when the
total rotation 4 of a cross-section increases
with x.
MT
J =- = measure of torsional rigidity of a beam.
GO
, k, q, t = elastic constants for a panel of the slab defined in
Section 6.
K', T' = modified elastic constants for a panel of a slab,
defined in Section 14.
U, L = elastic constants relating deflection and load, and
rotation and moment, respectively, for a beam;
defined in Section 8.
CT, Cs = dimensionless coefficients used in Equation (31).
R, Cm, Cr = dimensionless coefficients used in Section 9, and
defined in Appendix B, Sections 3, 4, and 7.
K, S, Q, T
CK, CQ,
CM, C1




FIG. 1. DIAGRAM SHOWING POSITIVE DIRECTIONS OF FORCES ACTING
ON CROSS-SECTIONS OF A SLAB
m,, C. = dimensionless coefficients used in Section 20, and
defined in Appendix B, Section 5.
C, Cx, = dimensionless coefficients used in Section 19, and
defined in Appendix B, Section 6.
-Mw = an edge moment acting with an edge deflection,
defined in Equation (75), and in Appendix B,
Section 6.
vw, etc. = coefficients of sin nlrx/a or of cos n-rx/a in the
expressions for F, M, w, etc., when F, M, w,
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II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
4. Basis of Method of A nalysis.-The distribution procedure is
based on a resolution of the loading applied to the slab into com-
ponents each of which can be handled separately in a simple manner.
The effect of the total load is found by superposition of the effects
of the component loadings, within the limitations of the fundamental
equations derived by means of the ordinary theory of flexure for slabs.
11- a,"?y 776V7,-er.
FIG. 2. RECTANGULAR PANEL OF SLAB CONSIDERED IN THE ANALYSIS
Consider the slab shown in Fig. 2, with span a in the x direction,
and with the two sides parallel to the axis of y simply supported. Let
the other two sides be supported or restrained in some manner to be
determined later. Let the deflection of the slab be given by the
equation ( nry \ nirx
w = Y sin-- (1)
a a
in which Y. is a function of niry/a, and consequently is a function of
y only. Such a deflection is, for constant y, a sine curve of n half-
waves, alternately upward and downward, the maximum ordinates
varying with y only. Along the lines x = 0, x = a/n, x = 2a/n,
x = 3a/n, etc., the deflections are zero.
With the notation s = a/n, Equation (1) may be rewritten as
/ 7rI \ ir
w = Y - sin
\ 8/ 8
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All the derivatives of w with respect to y or x will have the form of a
function of 7ry/s multiplied by sin 7rx/s or by cos rx/s. The moments,
shears, reactions, and the loading found from the fundamental rela-
tions of the ordinary theory of flexure for slabs are stated in Section 1
of Appendix B. It is noted that the bending moments, per unit of
length, Mx and M,, the shears and reactions, per unit of length,
V, and R,, and the load p, are all of the same form as w and involve
a function of y only, multiplied by a sine curve with a half-wave-
length of s in the x direction; and the twisting moment Mxy, and the
shears and reactions V, and Rx involve a function of y only, multiplied
by a cosine curve with a half-wave-length of s in the x direction.
Then it may be concluded that a load on the slab of the form
7rx
p, = po sin -- (3)
s
in which po is a function of y only, will produce deflections of the kind
given in Equation (2) when the conditions of support or restraint at
the ends of the panel involve deflections, slopes, moments, and reac-
tions that are distributed as sine curves of half-wave-length s.
Whatever the loading on the slab, if it can be resolved into com-
ponent loadings p. of the form
n ir.1
Pn = pon sin-- - (4)
a
where po0 is a function of y only, each component may be treated
separately and the effects-deflections, slopes, moments, shears,
reactions-of each component may be determined from considera-
tion of a single sine wave of loading on a slab of span s where s= a/n.
The total load p may be expressed in the form of the trigonometric
series
p = Z Pon sin-- (5)
and the effects of the total load may be obtained by adding all the
component effects.
A strip of the slab of width a/n may be considered as a unit with
supports parallel to the y axis at the sides of the strip. The load on
the strip may be taken as a single sine wave with the maximum
intensity of loading at the center of the strip. The actual slab may
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be considered as made up of n such strips with equal loads alternately
upward and downward. It is necessary to handle only the one
problem of a single sine wave of loading on a slab of width s = a/n.
By taking different values of s one then obtains effects for n = 1,
2, 3, etc.
Sect/on through s/ab showing posit/'ve
R, or z 4 d'/rect/ions of end forces + R, or A
anad d/sp/ace'mnts.
FIG. 3. SLAB WITH Two OPPOSITE EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED, SHOWING POSITIVE
DIRECTIONS OF FORCES ON AND DISPLACEMENTS OF THE OTHER EDGES
Consider a panel of a slab as in Fig. 3, with two opposite edges
simply supported and the other two edges, f and g, fixed. A sine
wave of loading of the type given by Equation (3)
7rX
p = po sin -
will cause moments and reactions at the fixed edges each distributed
as a sine wave. Similarly, consider a rotation of one fixed edge of
the slab with magnitude of rotation varying as a sine wave,
irx
(D = c0 sin -
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in which 4 is equal to the numerical value of the slope at any point
along the edge of the panel, positive as defined in Fig. 3. According
to the ordinary theory of flexure of slabs, such a rotation will produce
moments at the edge rotated, and at the far edge, with magnitude
varying as the ordinates to a sine curve also. In a manner entirely
analogous to that used in the analysis of continuous beams by moment
distribution, one may define stiffness of the edge of the slab against
rotation as the ratio of the edge moment to the edge rotation, and one
may define a carry-over factor for moment as the ratio of the moment
at the far edge to that at the edge rotated, for sine waves of rotation.
In addition one may define other elastic constants for the slab in
order to compute edge reactions, and also in order to handle edge dis-
placements of the panel. These elastic constants are all dependent on
the shape of the slab, the quantity N, and the span length between
fixed supports, and their values are defined and discussed in Section 6.
It is noted that there are no statical relations between the various
elastic constants for a slab as there are for a girder. For example,
when the edge of the slab is rotated as is indicated by Equation (6),
the vertical reactions at the edges cannot be computed by statics from
the moments at the edges. However, the elastic constants for the slab
automatically take into account the behavior of the slab in trans-
mitting effects laterally to the simply-supported edges.
For each sine wave of loading on a supporting beam of span s in
the x direction, it can be shown from the relations between the deflec-
tions, moments, and loads on a beam that the deflection of the beam
is also a sine curve.
Since the loading and the deflections in the x direction are all given
as sine waves for both slabs and supporting beams, the deflections
along all sections parallel to the y axis are similar in shape. Conse-
quently, it is possible to set up an analogous continuous girder in the
y direction for each sine wave component of loading in the x direction
on a continuous slab. The spans of the slab in the y direction between
flexible or rigid supporting beams correspond to the spans of the girder
between yielding or rigid supports. The stiffnesses and carry-over
factors for the analogous continuous girder are those values for the
slab as discussed in the foregoing. The essential difference between
the analogous continuous girder and an actual continuous girder, how-
ever, is that the reactions and shears cannot be found by statics from
the moments and the loading, but must be found by use of the elastic
constants.
The distribution process may be explained as follows: For a par-
ticular sine wave component of loading on the continuous slab all the
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"joints" or lines along which there are supporting beams (or in special
cases, changes in section, or free edges) are considered locked against
rotation or deflection. The fixed-end moments and reactions for the
loading or other conditions are found from tabulated values given in
Section 22. In general, each joint will be statically unbalanced. Then
the joints are released successively, (or simultaneously if desired), and
the changes in fixed-end forces recorded. The release oT a joint balances
the forces acting on that joint. The release of any joint introduces
additional unbalanced moments and reactions at neighboring joints.
These are recorded by use of carry-over factors. The process is carried
on until the unbalanced forces remaining at all joints are only negligible
in amount.
Then the moments and deflections at the various supports may be
computed. The loads acting on the supporting beams and the moments
in the beams may be readily found. The effects in the interior of the
slab are determined by superposing the following quantities:
(1) the effect of the load acting on a panel simply supported on
all edges;
(2) the effects of the moments at each continuous edge;
(3) the effects of the deflections at each continuous edge.
This procedure may be varied in detail, and several possibilities are
discussed in Section 17. Numerical values for performing this opera-
tion are tabulated in Section 22.
For the whole loading, one adds together the effects for all the
sine wave components of the loading to get the total effect.
Any type of loading can be treated by this procedure. The man-
ner of determining the components for some of the simpler loadings is
discussed in the next section.
Illustrative examples are given in Chapter VI, where the various
steps outlined are performed numerically.
It is evident that the distribution procedure is merely one of a
number of possible methods of analysis for the continuous slab. In
order to satisfy statical conditions, the moments normal to the joint
in the members meeting at any joint must be in equilibrium, and the
reactions acting on all the members at the joint must be in equilibrium.
In order to satisfy conditions of continuity, the slopes normal to the
joint of all members at a joint must be equal in magnitude, and the
deflections of all members at the joint must be equal. These condi-
ditions may be expressed as equations in various ways, and the equa-
tions may be solved by any of a number of procedures. With the
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distribution procedure one does not express the equations explicitly.
Instead, one satisfies the conditions by a process of successive approxi-
mations. The method is not an approximate method, since the compu-
tations may in general be carried to any desired degree of accuracy.
5. Type of Load Components Considered.-In general, subject to
certain mathematical limitations, any distribution of loading on the
rectangular slab shown in Fig. 2 can be expressed as a trigonometric
series
nrx
p = o Ponsin - (7)
in which po» is a function of y only (and may be a trigonometric series
itself).
A particular type of distributed load that is of interest is a loading
that is independent of y; that is, a load distributed over the whole
span b of the slab with the same intensity, p, at all points having the
same value of x. With some minor restrictions such a load can be
expressed as a Fourier series of sines similar to Equation (7), but with
pon independent of y, and depending only on n. The constants pon
can be determined by means of the relation
2 f a  nrx
po0 = -a p sin -- dx. (8)
a o a
The following special cases are shown in Fig. 4:
(a) A uniform load of intensity p on a strip of width 2i, from
x = u - , to x = u + i, extending the length of the panel in the y
direction. The component loads determined from (8) are
4p . nri nru
pn = - sin -- sin - (9)
rn a a
and the total loading is, therefore,
4p 1 nfi n -u Snrx
p = - sin - sin - sin -- (10)
7r ir 3, . n a a a
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FIG. 4. TYPES OF DISTRIBUTED LOADS AND LINE LOADS AND THEIR
COMPONENT DISTRIBUTED LOADS
(b) A uniform load of intensity p over the whole panel. The com-
ponents and total loading are obtained from (9) and (10) by setting
i = u = a/2. One finds
4 p




p - Y - sin - (12)
r ,_,7,,.. n a
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FIG. 5. TYPES OF LINE LOADS AND CONCENTRATED LOADS AND
THEIR COMPONENT LINE LOADS
(c) A line load of intensity F per unit of length acting on the line
x = u. The components and total loading are obtained from (9) and
(10) by letting i approach zero, and 2ip approach F. One finds
2F niru




p =-- sin -sin -- (14)
a ,..,... a a
17n
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The trigonometric series for this case does not converge, and conse-
quently is not equivalent to the load. The series, however, represents
the load in so far as its effect on deflections, moments, shears, etc., are
concerned.
Another type of loading of particular importance is that of a load
distributed in some manner along a line such as the line y = v in
Fig. 5. With certain restrictions such a loading can be expressed in
the form of a Fourier series
F = E F0, sin -- (15)
_-1,2.,2 , a
where Fon is a constant depending only on n and can be evaluated by
means of the relation
2 a  nmrx
Fan = - F sin -- dx (16)
a .o a
which is similar to Equation (8).
The following special cases are of interest, and are shown in Fig.
5: (each of the cases can be obtained from the corresponding case of
Fig. 4)
(a) A line load of intensity F uniformly distributed over a section
of length 2i, from x = u-i to x = u+i on the line y = v. The
component loads determined from (16) are
4F nri nmru
F0 = - sin - sin - (17)
rn a a
and the total loading is, therefore,
4F 1 nKri nru nmrx
F = E - sin - sin -- sin -- (18)
r -,.., n a a a
(b) A line load of intensity F uniformly distributed over the whole
line y = v. The results are
4F




F - - sin --
mm _,-. ,... n a
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(c) A concentrated load of magnitude P at the point x = u on
the line y = v. One finds
2P niru




F =-- sin - sin --
a .- 1,2,3,.. a a
The trigonometric series for this case does not converge, and conse-
quently is not equivalent to the concentrated load. The series, how-
ever, represents the effects of the load in so far as deflections, moments,
shears, etc., are concerned.
Other types of loading may be divided into components in a similar
manner.
6. Elastic Constants for a Panel of a Slab.-Consider the slab shown
in Fig. 3 with two opposite edges simply supported and the edge g
fixed. Let the edge f be subjected to a rotation without deflection
such that the magnitude of the rotation is given by the relation
rx
-= (o sin -
s
The positive direction of the rotation 4D, and the positive directions of
the deflection A, the edge moments M, and the edge reactions R, are
shown in Fig. 3. The edge moments and reaction, and the deflection
of the slab along a line parallel to the simply-supported edges are shown
in Fig. 6 (a). The edge moment on the edge f is distributed as a sine
curve, and may be written in the form*
Mf = K4Ž (21)
The quantity K is then a measure of the resistance to rotation of one
edge of the slab when the far edge is fixed, and is called herein the
"flexural stiffness" of the slab. This is analogous to the definition of
the term "stiffness" used in the moment-distribution procedure for
beams.
For the same conditions the edge moment on the edge g may be
writtent as
M, = -kK@ = -kMf (22)
*Appendix B, Equations (B16) and (B17).
tAppendix B, Equations (B20) and (B21).
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Then the quantity " - k" is the ratio of the edge moments at the
fixed edge to the edge moment producing rotation at the rotated edge
for a sine wave of rotation, and is called herein the "flexural carry-over
factor."
The quantities K and k may be used just as the corresponding
quantities are used for a beam. However, in a beam, the reactions at
the edges for rotation of one edge may be found from the moments
by statics. In the slab the reactions must be defined by additional
elastic constants, as follows:
The vertical reaction on the edge is distributed as a sine curve,
and may be written* as
Rf = QD (23)
and the distributed vertical reaction on the edge g may be writtent as
Rg = -qQb = -qRf (24)
The quantity Q may be called a "flexure-shear stiffness" and the
quantity " - q" a "flexure-shear carry-over factor."
Now let the edge f be subjected to a deflection without rotation
such that the magnitude of the deflection is given by the relation:
TX
A = A0 sin - (25)
The deflection of the slab, and the edge moments and reactions are
shown in Fig. 6 (b). The reaction on the edge f is distributed as a
sine curve, and may be writtent as
Rj = TA (26)
and T is called the "shear stiffness" of the slab. The reaction on the
edge g may be written¶ as
R, = -t TA = -tRf (27)
*Appendix B, Equations (B18) and (B19).
tAppendix B, Equations (B22) and (B23).
tAppendix B, Equations (B28) and (B29).
1Appendix B, Equations (B31) and (B32).
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Sections on lines parallel to y-axis of slab shown in Fig. 3
w/th (a) rotation of one edge and (b) deflection of one edge.
Summary of E/astic Constants for a Slab
Rotations, deons, ef/cons, moments, an4d reactions
distributed al/ong the edges as sine waves.
lMovement At Center of Edqe "f" At Center of Edge "g"
of Center
of Edge "f" lMoment M Reaction R Moment M Reaction R
= Q T -qQ -tT
FIG. 6. DEFINITION OF ELASTIC CONSTANTS FOR A PANEL OF A SLAB
and " - t" may be termed the "shear carry-over factor" for the
slab. The moment on the edge f is written as
Mf = QA (28)
and the moment on the edge g is written as
M, = -qQA = -qMf (29)
where the quantities Q and q are the same as in Equations (23) and
(24), as should be evident from considerations of symmetry and Max-
well's Theorem of reciprocal deflections.
The notation for the various stiffness and carry-over factors is
summarized in Fig. 6.
It is of interest to define another quantity, measuring the stiffness
against rotation of an edge of a slab when the far edge is simply sup-
ported instead of fixed. The magnitude of this quantity, S, may be
derived as follows:
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For a unit rotation Po at edge f the center moments are K and
- kK at f and g, respectively, when the edge g is fixed. Now release
the moment at g at the same time maintaining the edge f in a fixed
condition. The additional center moments will be kK and - k2K at the
edges g andf, respectively. The total center moments will be (1 - k 2)K
and zero at f and g, respectively, for a unit rotation c0 of f. Conse-
quently the flexural stiffness for the far end hinged is
S = (1 - k2) K (30)
This is exactly the same relation that is found in the case of a beam.
7. Numerical Values of Elastic Constants for a Panel of a Slab.-
The value of each of the stiffnesses, K, S, Q, and T, may be expressed
in terms of a numerical coefficient which is a function of the shape of
the slab, the quantity N, and the span length b, as follows:
N N
b b
T = CT , Q- CQ
b b
Values of the various dimensionless coefficients in the expressions
of Equations (31) for the stiffness of a panel of a slab are given in
Table 1 in Section 22 for various values of the ratio of the sides of
the panel.
The value of Q depends on the magnitude of Poisson's ratio, u.
The magnitude of CQ varies linearly with y. Consequently if values
of CQ are known for any two particular values of p, CQ may be found
by interpolation or extrapolation for any other value of p.
It is noted that for b/s = 0, or for s infinitely large, the values of
the various stiffness factors become the same as for a girder of span
b where N is equivalent to El for the girder. For b/s very large, the
values of the various stiffness factors approach those for an infinitely
long slab and the dimensionless coefficients, for b/s greater than 3.4,
are given by means of the formulas listed below Table 1 which apply
to an infinitely long slab.
As an example of the use of Table 1, if a slab of dimensions
s = a/n = 10 ft., b = 5 ft. = 60 in., has a moment of inertia per
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unit width of 20.0 in. 3 and a modulus of elasticity of 3.6 (10) 6 lb.
in. - 2, the values of K and Q for y = 0 are obtained as follows:
N = 3.6 (10) 6 lb. in.- 2 (20.0 in.3 ) = 72 (10) 6 lb. in.
b
- = 0.5
Then, to a degree of precision entirely unnecessary except for purposes
of illustration, one has the following results:
72 (10) 6 lb. in.
K = 4.66875 = 5.60250 (10)6 lb.
60 in.
72 (10) 6 lb. in.
Q = 6.77209 = 13.54418 (10) 4 lb. in.- 1
3600 in.2
For 1 = 0.10, and all other properties of the slab the same as before,
5.60250 (10) 6 lb.
K = - = 5.65909 (10)6 lb.
1 - 0.01
72 (10) 6 lb. in.
Q = 7.01883 = 14.17945 (10) 4 lb. in.- 1
0.99 (3600) in. 2
Values of the various carry-over factors are given in Table 2 for
various ratios of the sides of the panel. For s infinitely large, or for
b/s = 0, the carry-over factors are the same as for a girder. The
magnitude of the carry-over factors diminishes rapidly as b/s in-
creases.
It is noted that the value of q for values of A other than 0, 0.1,
0.2, and 0.3, may be obtained by use of the relation that the reciprocal
of q varies linearly with u. It is further noted that for any value of
j, the product of CQ and q is independent of u. Consequently, one
may also use the relation
q - CQ = q1-O. C°=O (32)
to find the value of q for other values of u than those listed in Table 2.
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8. Elastic Constants for a Beam.-Consider a simply-supported
beam of span s with a deflection given by the equation
lrx
A = A0 sin -- (33)
Then, by means of the relation between load and deflection of a beam,
d4A F
- = - (34)
dx4  El
one finds the following value for the load on the beam:
F = UA (35)
where
El El
U = 7r4 - = 97.4091-- (36)
84  S4
The quantity U is a measure of the stiffness against deflection of a
beam, and corresponds to the quantity T for the edge of the slab.
One may call U the "load stiffness" of a beam.
Now consider the case of a beam offering resistance to rotation
about a longitudinal axis; that is, a beam with torsional stiffness.
For the present study it must be assumed that the ends of the beam
do not rotate. about the longitudinal axis of the beam, and conse-
quently are subjected to concentrated torques which resist the dis-
tributed moment m tending to rotate the central portions of the beam.
Let the rotations of the cross-sections of the beam be given by
the relation
rX
S= 0 sin -- (37)
s
The angle of twist per unit of length, 0, or relative angle of rotation, is
d, T irx
0 = - = - 0 cos - (38)dx s s
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The torque MT acting on any cross-section is, then,
MT = GJO = GJ- $o cos -- (39)
8 8
Consequently the distributed moment m is given by the equation
dMT 7M2 x
m .= GJ-- (o sin - = L1 (40)dx s2 s
where
GJ GJ
L = 7r2  = 9.86960-- (41)
s2 82
The quantity L is a measure of the stiffness of the beam against
rotation about a longitudinal axis, and corresponds to the quantity
K for the edge of the slab. One may call L the "torque stiffness" of
the beam.
9. Fixed-End Moments and Reactions.-Consider a load on the
line y = v of the slab shown in Fig. 3, where the edges f and g are
fixed. Let the line load be given by the relation
7TX
F = Fo sin - (42)
s
With this loading, the moment at the fixed edge f is of the form*
-x
MF = -CMFb = -CubFo sin -- (43)
8
where CM is a dimensionless numerical coefficient depending on the
shape of the slab and the position of the load. Numerical values of
CM for various ratios of b to s, for v at successive tenth points of the
span b, are given in Table 3. The values in Table 3 may be inter-
preted as influence ordinates for the maximum value in a sine wave of
fixed-end moment in a slab, when b = 1, due to a sine wave of loading
*Appendix B, Equations (B37) and (B38).
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of maximum intensity equal to unity. It will be seen that for b/s = 0,
or for s infinitely large, the influence line for the slab becomes the same
as for a fixed-end beam. For v/b = 0 or 1 the fixed-end moments are
zero, of course. For b/s greater than 4.0 the fixed-end moment may
be obtained by use of the formulas applying to the case of a slab
having b infinitely large. Formulas for this case are given in Table
12, and some numerical values are given in Table 13.
For the loading given by Equation (42), the vertical reaction at
the fixed edge f is of the form*
RF = -CRF = -CRFo sin - (44)
s
where CR is a numerical coefficient depending on the shape of the
slab and the position of the load. Numerical values of CR are given
in Table 4 for various ratios of b to s, for v at successive tenth points
of the span b. The numerical values in Table 4 may be interpreted
as influence ordinates for the maximum value in a sine wave of fixed-
end reaction due to a sine wave of loading with maximum intensity
of unity. It is noted that for b/s = 0, or for s infinitely large, the in-
fluence line for the slab becomes the same as for a fixed-end beam.
For v/b = 0, CR is 1, and for v/b = 1, CR is zero, of course. For b/s
greater than 4.0 or 5.0, the magnitude of the fixed-end reaction may
be obtained by considering b infinitely large. Formulas for this case
are given in Table 12, and numerical values in Table 13.
Tables 3 and 4 may be used to obtain the components of fixed-
edge moments, and reactions for any line loading that can be expressed
as a trigonometric series of sines in the form of Equation (15).
Now consider a loading distributed over the whole area of the
panel where the intensity of load is expressed in the form
7rX
p = po sin - (45)
s
in which po is a constant. The moment at the fixed edge-f is of the
formf
7rx
MF = -cmpb = -cmb 2po sin - (46)
*Appendix B, Equations (B41) and (B42).
tAppendix B, Equations (B60) and (B61).
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and the reaction at the fixed edge f is of the form*
7rx
RF = -Crpb = -Crbpo sin -- (47)
s
In these equations cm and c, are dimensionless numerical coefficients
depending only on the shape of the slab.
Numerical values of cm and c, for various ratios of b to s are given
in Table 5. It will be noted that for s infinitely large, b/s = 0, and
the fixed-end moment at the center of the edge has the value
1
S= -- Pob 212
which is the same as for a fixed-end beam of length b with a uniform
load of P0 per unit length. Similarly the fixed-end reaction at the




which is the same as for the fixed-end beam. For b/s greater than
5.0 the formulas stated below Table 5, which apply to the case of
b infinitely large, may be used.
Table 5 may be used to obtain the components of fixed-edge
moments and reactions for any loading over the whole area of the
slab that varies only with x but is independent of y, if the loading can
be expressed as a trigonometric sine series of the form of Equation (7).
III. DETAILS OF THE DISTRIBUTIONIPROCEDURE
10. Distribution of Moments.-When the beams supporting the
edges of the various panels of the slab are infinitely stiff, or if they are
temporarily prevented from deflection as one step in the calculations,
the detailed procedure for distributing moments for each sine wave
component of loading, on a slab continuous in one direction, is ex-
actly the same as the procedure for a continuous girder. When the
*Appendix B, Equations (B62) and (B63).
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non-deflecting beams have torsional resistance, the analogous con-
tinuous girder may be considered as supported on non-deflecting
supports which offer a resistance to rotation, that is, on columns.
In either case, the quantities necessary for the analysis are the fixed-
end moments due to the loading or to other conditions, the flexural
stiffness K for each panel, the torque stiffness L for each beam, and
the flexural carry-over factor, - k, for each panel.
One divides the given loading on the slab into sine wave com-
ponents in the x direction by means of the formulas given in Figs.
4 and 5. For line loads one finds the fixed-end moments from Table
3; for distributed loads, from Table 5. For edge deflections or rota-
tions one finds the fixed-end moments by means of the elastic con-
stants as shown in Fig. 6, with tabulated values in Tables 1 and 2.
The flexural stiffnesses, K, of the panels of the slab are determined
from Table 1, and the absolute values of the carry-over factors, k,
from Table 2. The torque stiffnesses, L, for the beams are computed
by means of Equation (41). For beams which may be considered
to offer no resistance to rotation, L is zero.
The sign convention used herein for moments is the so-called "de-
signer's convention" in which positive moment produces compression
at the top fibers of the slab. The flexural carry-over factor for the
slab is consequently negative in sign and always less in absolute value
than 0.5, the value for a beam. Hence, the distribution converges
more rapidly for the slab than for a beam. The flexural stiffness for
the slab is always greater than 4 N/b, which corresponds to 4EI/L
for a fixed-end beam.
As in the -case of continuous girders or frames, the unbalanced
moment at a joint is "distributed" in proportion to the flexural stiff-
ness of the members meeting at the joint. Therefore, one may take
any arbitrary values of N, in proportion to the real values for the
various panels, without affecting the results. As a matter of fact, in
the whole procedure for continuous slabs one may use, for supporting
beams and slabs, any proportional values of modulus of elasticity in
all calculations, and one will obtain the same proportional values of
deflection and slope, but the correct magnitude of forces and moments.
In general, the fixed-end moments at a "joint" (that is, the junc-
tion of two panels of the slab along the line of a supporting beam) will
not be statically balanced. The "unbalanced" moment is the alge-
braic difference in moment at the two sides of the joint. The distri-
bution is so made as to equalize the moments at the right and left
of the joint, both in magnitude and in sign. The torsional moments
in the supporting beams are most conveniently handled in the manner
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indicated by Cross* for the treatment of moments in columns of a
continuous frame. Or one may arbitrarily assign a positive direction
of rotation and of moment for each beam, and then consider the beam
as being on the same side of the joint as the panel of the slab at the
joint which has the same positive direction of rotation and of moment.
If a panel is simply supported at one end, it is convenient to use,
for the other end, the stiffness with the far end hinged, 8, where
S = (1 - k 2) K
as is derived in Section 6. The moment at a fixed edge, when the far
edge is simply supported, is most easily obtained by correcting the
fixed-end moment for both ends fixed by a single distribution to elim-
inate the moment at the simply-supported edge (in which the dis-
tributed moment is equal but opposite in sign to the fixed-end moment),
and a carry-over of - k times the distributed moment to the fixed
edge. This procedure is the same as for a corresponding beam.
For certain conditions of symmetry or antisymmetry one may use
modified elastic constants as a short-cut, as is explained in Section
14. One may also use modified elastic constants for the actual con-
dition of a far edge, or any of the "direct distribution" procedures for
distributing moments, but it seems hardly worth while to discuss this
aspect of the subject here.
For other details of the moment-distribution procedure, the reader
is referred to the various articles by Cross.t
11. Rotation of Joints and Change in Reactions Due to Distribu-
tion of Moments.-Consider the slab shown in Fig. 3 as representing
an intermediate panel in a series of continuous slabs, where the edges
f and g are continuous with other panels. For some sine-wave condi-
tion of loading or of edge distortions let the sine waves of fixed-end
moment at f and at g in the panel fg be denoted by Mf and MF,
respectively. After distribution, without deflection of the "joints,"
let the sine wave of final end moment at f and at g in the panel fg
be denoted by Mf and M,, respectively. Then define the change in
moment at f, WMf, in the panel fg due to the sine waves of rotation of
f and g during the distribution process, as
5Mf = M - M(48)
*See, for example, Hardy Cross, "Analysis of Continuous Frames by Distributing Fixed-End
Moments," Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 96, 1932, p. 1-156.
Hardy Cross and Newlin D. Morgan, "Continuous Frames of Reinforced Concrete," 1932,
John Wiley and Sons, New York, Chapter IV.
tSee preceding footnote.
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Similarly, define SM, as
aM, = M, - M E  (49)
One may readily verify the following equations for the sine waves
of rotation of f and g, 4f and 4, respectively, by observing that
they give the proper changes in moment at f and g in the panel fg.
6Mf + k3M, SMf + k+ M,




These equations may be used as a check on the moment distribution
since the rotations of the two edges of the panels meeting at a joint
must be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.
If there is a beam with torsional stiffness at the joint, one may
compute the rotation of the joint more simply in terms of the change




In the case of a continuous girder it is possible to compute the
change in reaction (or shear) at the ends of each panel or span by
statics, from the changes in moment at the ends of the span. In the
case of the continuous slab, however, one cannot compute the changes
in reaction at the ends of the panel by statics. The elastic constants
Q and q defined in Section 6 may be used to determine the changes in
reaction at the ends of a panel of a slab from the rotations of the ends
in the following manner:
With the rotations at f and g in the panel fg defined as 4f and 4„,
one has, from the definitions of the elastic constants, the relation for
the change in reaction 3R due to rotation
bRf = Q - qQ, (52)
6R, = Q4, - qQ /J
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Another form of Equation (52) may be obtained by substituting
the values of Pf and cg from (50) into (52):
8Rf = (1 - kq) Q Mf - (q - k) Q- M, (53)
S S
Equation (53) is convenient to use in determining the changes in
reaction due to making a fixed end hinged.
12. Distribution of Reactions.-When the "joints," corresponding
to real or imaginary supporting beams and the edges of the panels of
the slab adjacent thereto, are permitted to deflect, but are not per-
mitted to rotate during the distribution, one may distribute reactions
for each sine-wave component of loading in the continuous slab in
much the same manner as one distributes moments. An analogous
continuous girder may be set up which may be considered as supported
on springs or yielding supports, but with rotation of the joints pre-
vented.
The quantities necessary for the analysis are the fixed-end reac-
tions due to the loading or other conditions, the shear stiffness T for
each panel, the load stiffness U for each beam, and the shear carry-
over factor, - t, for each panel.
One divides the given loading on the slab into sine wave com-
ponents in the x direction by means of the formulas given in Figs. 4
and 5. For line loads one finds the fixed-end reactions from Table 4;
for distributed loads, from Table 5. For edge deflections or rotations
one finds the fixed-end reactions by means of the elastic constants as
shown in Fig. 6, with numerical values given in Tables 1 and 2. The
shear stiffnesses, T, are determined from Table 1, and the absolute
values of the shear carry-over factors, t, from Table 2. The load
stiffnesses, U, for the beams are computed by means of Equation (36).
The reactions at the end of a panel of a slab, and the distributed
reaction or load on a beam, are defined as positive downward. If the
algebraic sum of the reactions at a joint is not zero the joint will not
be in statical equilibrium. The "unbalanced" reaction at a joint is,
then, the algebraic sum of the reactions in the two panels of the slab
and in the beam at a joint. A sine wave of deflection of the joint,
without rotation, will produce sine waves of reaction in the panels of
the slab proportional to the values of T, and in the beam proportional
to U. When the joint is permitted to deflect an amount sufficient to
make the sum of the end reactions at the joint zero, the total end re-
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action due to the deflection must equal the unbalanced reaction, and
the change in reaction in each member will be proportional to the
value of T or U for that member. One may state this in another man-
ner: the unbalanced reactions are distributed to the connecting mem-
bers at a joint in the ratio of their shear stiffness or load stiffness. A
sine wave of deflection of a particular joint, without rotation, produces
a sine wave of reaction at the far edge of the panel of a slab equal to
the reaction "distributed" to the edge of the panel at the joint multi-
plied by the shear carry-over factor, - t.
The procedure for distributing reactions without permitting rota-
tions is consequently as follows:
(a) Find the reactions in the members meeting at all joints in the
structure when the joints are held so that they cannot deflect nor ro-
tate. These are called fixed-end reactions, and may be due to sine
waves of loading (or also to sine waves of displacement, in the general
case).
(b) The algebraic sum of the fixed-end reactions at any joint is
called the unbalanced reaction. Distribute the unbalanced reaction
among the connecting members in proportion to the elastic constant
defined for each member as the shear or load stiffness, T for slabs,
U for beams.
(c) Multiply the reaction distributed to each member at a joint
by the shear carry-over factor for that member, and introduce this
"carried-over" reaction at the other end of the member.
(d) The reactions "carried over" are now new fixed-end reactions
and must be distributed. This process is continued until the unbal-
anced reactions remaining at any joint are negligible. The sum of all
the reactions, fixed, distributed, and carried over to each end of each
slab, and in the beam, are added together to get the true sine-wave
component of reaction at the end of a particular member.
It is evident, then, that for each sine wave of loading on the con-
tinuous slab, one may distribute reactions (when rotation of the joints
is prevented) in a manner similar to that used for the distribution of
moments. The sign convention is different for reaction distribution
than for moment distribution, since the unbalanced reaction at a
joint is distributed in such a way as to make the sums of the joint
reactions equal to zero. The shear carry-over factors for the slab are
always negative in sign, and always less in absolute value than 1.0.
The convergence of the process for distributing reactions may be
considerably slower than for distributing moments, since the shear
carry-over factors may be almost equal to unity. However, one may
hasten the convergence in distributing reactions by the procedure of
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writing in arbitrary deflections of all joints, generally equal deflections
so as to simplify the calculations, in such a way as very nearly to
balance the joint before formal distribution is started.* This has the
effect of putting most of the reaction into the supporting beam where
it belongs. It is noted that, for equal deflections of the two edges
of the panel of the slab, the shear stiffness becomes (1 - t)T instead
of T. Where t is nearly equal to one, the quantity (1 - t) T is very
small. Where t is small it is not necessary to write in fixed-end re-
actions corresponding to uniform deflections, since the ordinary pro-
cedure will converge rapidly enough.
One may use modified elastic constants for certain symmetrical
or antisymmetrical conditions, as in the procedure for distributing
moments. One may also adapt any of the so-called "direct distribu-
tion" procedures to the problem of distributing reactions.
13. Deflection of Joints and Change in Moments Due to Distribution
of Reactions.-One may compute the change in moment at the ends
of each panel or span due to distributing reactions without rotation
of the joints in a manner entirely similar to the procedure described
in Section 11 for computing the change in reactions due to distributing
moments without deflection of the joints. The following notation
and equations follow directly from the discussion in Section 11:
RF = sine wave of fixed-end reaction due to sine wave of loading
or of edge distortion
R = final reaction after distribution, without rotation of the
joints
6R = R - RF  (54)
BRf + t8Ro
A -= (55)(1 - t2) T
6F = change in load (or reaction) on the beam due to the distribu-
tion
5FA = - (56)
U
*This procedure is similar to that suggested by Cross for the analysis of wind stress in a multi-story
building. See Hardy Cross and Newlin D. Morgan, "Continuous Frames of Reinforced Concrete,"
1932, John Wiley and Sons, New York, p. 228-232.
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Equation (55) will generally be used to find the deflection of a
joint only where an imaginary beam with zero stiffness has been in-
troduced as an intermediate step in the calculations.
The change in moment at end f of panel fg due to the deflections
without rotation of f and g may be stated in terms of the elastic con-
stants defined in Fig. 6:
bMf = QAf - qQA0  (57)
14. Use of Modified Elastic Constants.-The sine wave of rotation
4f at end f of a panel fg continuous with other panels, is expressed
in terms of the sine waves of change in moment, SMf and 5M, at f
and g, by Equation (50), which may be restated as follows:
1 Mg
SMf + kM SMf M (58)O - - (58)(1 - k2 ) K K 1 - k2
The ratio of the change in moment SMf to the rotation 4s, when end
g also rotates according to some definite rule, may be defined as the
modified flexural stiffness K', where, for the end f, K' is defined by
the relation, obtained from (58),
SMf 1 - k2
K' - = K (59)
1 + k--
bMf
The use of this formula permits various shortcuts in the analysis, as
in the case of continuous beams. The more or less obvious cases of
general utility are summarized here.
(a) End g is hinged, or 6M, = 0:
K' = K (1 - k 2) (60)
(b) The deformation of span fg is symmetrical, or SMg = SMf:
K' = K (1 - k) (61)
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(c) The deformation of span fg is antisymmetrical, or 6Mo = -- Mf:
K' = K (1 + k) (62)
Similar relations are readily derived for modified shear stiffness
T' by an obvious substitution of 6R for 3M, t for k, and T for K:
8Rf 1 - t2
Tf=- - T (63)
1+t--
6Rf
For symmetry or equal deflections at f and g, 6R, = SRf, and
T' = T (1 - t) (64)
For antisymmetry, or for equal and opposite deflections at f and g,
6Rg = - Rf, and
T' = T (1 + t) (65)
Other types of modified stiffness are useful in particular cases.
These are generally more easily derived by use of numerical values in a
preliminary distribution of moments or reactions, or both, than by
substitution in a formula. Examples are shown in Fig. 7 of the
method of obtaining the modified shear stiffness for a panel with one
end hinged. If the hinged end is deflected, one finds
Q2
T' = T - (66)
K
and if the fixed end is deflected,
Q2
T' = T - q2 - (67)
K
In either case, the reaction at the far end is
Q2
-tT + q-- (68)
K
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FIG. 7. MODIFIED SHEAR STIFFNESS FOR A PANEL WITH ONE END HINGED
15. Types of Distribution Procedures Available.-The most workable
procedure for the analysis of slabs continuous over flexible beams is
similar in many respects to the "Indirect Method"* used by Cross
for the study of problems involving sidesway or deflection of sup-
ports. An outline of the procedure for slabs is given in the following:
Indirect Method
(1) Assume temporarily that all joints in the continuous slab do
not deflect. Distribute moments due to the sine waves of loading as
in Section 10, and find the total unbalanced reactions at each of the
joints by the procedure described in Section 11.
(2) Assume some arbitrary pattern of deflections of the joints, say
a deflection of one joint with no deflection of the others. Write fixed-
end moments in all members, and distribute without further deflec-
tion. Then find the unbalanced reactions acting at all the joints.
*Hardy Cross and Newlin D. Morgan, "Continuous Frames of Reinforced Concrete," 1932,
John Wiley and Sons, New York, p. 105-117, and especially Figs. 27 and 28.
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(3) Repeat step (2) to get as many sets of independent displace-
ments as there are flexible beams in the structure.
(4) Combine proportions of the sets of independent displacements
in such a manner that the sum of the combined displacements and
the original loading will correspond to zero unbalanced reactions at
the joints.
The procedure works best when the particular displacements in
steps (2) and (3) are taken in such a way as to correspond most nearly
to sets of loading conditions giving only one joint loading at a time.
The procedure will always work and yield a solution. For a large
number of flexible beams it generally involves a solution of simul-
taneous equations. In general, the equations may be solved by suc-
cessive approximations very readily. Where the panels are of such
shape that the distance between joints, b, is less than 0.1 to 0.2 of
the span s, when the supporting beams are also very flexible, some
care is necessary in choosing the independent displacements if it is
desired to use successive approximations in combining them. Other-
wise the method is entirely automatic.
A very straightforward method for the analysis of slabs continuous
over flexible beams is a procedure of successively distributing shears
and reactions as outlined in the following:
Successive Distribution
(1) Consider all joints locked against rotation and deflection.
Compute fixed-end moments and fixed-end reactions due to the given
sine waves of loading or other conditions of deformation.
(2) Distribute the unbalanced moments, and carry over, and repeat
this process until the unbalanced moments at all joints are negligible,
all the while preventing deflection of the joints, as in Section 10.
(3) Compute the changes in fixed-end reactions due to the dis-
tribution of moments, and add these to the original fixed-end reactions,
by the procedure described in Section 12.
(4) Distribute the unbalanced reactions without permitting rota-
tion of the joints and carry over and repeat this process until the un-
balanced reactions at all joints are negligible, as in Section 12.
(5) Compute the changes in fixed-end moment due to distributing
reactions, by the procedure described in Section 13, and distribute
these moments as in step (2).
Repeat this process until all unbalanced moments and reactions
are negligible. The order of the various steps may be interchanged.
One may distribute the reactions first and then the moments. The
convergence will generally be slow unless the beams are quite stiff
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compared with the slab, or unless the shear carry-over factors for the
slab are small. The procedure works best for slabs where the ratio
of the distance between joints b to the span between simply-supported
edges s is greater than about 0.5 or where the quantity U for the beam
at any joint is at least of the same magnitude as the quantities T
for the panels of the slab adjacent to the joint.
In Chapter VI, which contains several illustrative problems, ex-
amples are given of each of the foregoing procedures for the analysis.
Other procedures are possible for the analysis of slabs continuous
over flexible beams. For example, one may write simultaneous equa-
tions, in terms of the displacements A and the rotations $ of the various
joints, which express the statical equilibrium of the joint, in a man-
ner analogous to the slope-deflection procedure for continuous frames.
The elastic constants for such equations may be obtained from those
given in Section 6.
IV. MANNER OF USING RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURE
16. Effects on Supporting Beams.-In the case of a slab continuous
over rigid supports, for each value of n, the moments M = My in
the slab are found at the supporting beams directly from the analysis.
The values of the reactions R at the edges of the slab can be obtained
by adding the fixed-end reactions and the reactions due to rotations
of the edges. Since the sum of all the reactions at a joint must equal
zero, one can obtain the reaction F on the supporting beam at a joint.
In the case of a slab continuous over flexible beams, one obtains
for each value of n either the moments M and the deflections A at the
various joints, or the moments M and the reactions R and F, depending
on the particular procedure used. The reaction on the beam and the
deflection of the beam are related by the simple equation, for each




The loading on a beam, F, is related to the moment in the beam,
Mbeam, by the equation, derived from statics,
d2 Mbeam
F = - (70)
dx 2
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Consequently, for each value of n, one obtains the result
82  s2  7rx
Mbeam =- F =- F sin - (71)
7
2  "2  
S
The resultant deflection, resultant load, or resultant moment in
the beam is obtained simply by adding all the component sine waves
of deflection, load, or moment due to the various sine-wave compo-
nents of loading or distortion, or other causes, on the structure.
17. Deflections and Moments in the Panels of the Slab.-The de-
flections, moments, shears, etc., in the interior of a panel of the
slab, simply supported on two opposite sides and supported by beams
or continuous with other panels on the other two sides, such as f
and g in Fig. 3, may be obtained by superposition of the following
effects:
(1) the effect of the load acting on a simply supported rectangular
slab;
and, for each value of n,
(2) the effect of the deflection As at the edge f,
(3) the effect of the deflection A, at the edge g,
(4) the effect of the moment Mf at the edge f,
(5) the effect of the moment M, at edge g.
The loading, of course, is known, and the edge deflections and
edge moments on the panel are obtained directly from the results of
the distribution procedure.
In general it is somewhat simpler to consider a fictitious moment
acting with the deflection at an edge. Then the effects superposed
are:
(1) the effect of the loading on a simply supported slab;
and, for each value of n,
(2) the effect of the deflection A1 of edge f plus the effect of a
fictitious moment -Mwf at edge f proportional to the
deflection
(3) the effect of A, and -M., at edge g
(4) the effect of the moment Mf acting at edge f minus the
moment -Mwf introduced in step (2), or the effect of
Mf + Mef
(5) the effect of Mg + M., at edge g.
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The quantities added together may, if desired, be different from
those outlined. For example, one may add the effect of the loading
on a slab with two edges fixed and two edges simply supported, the
effect of deflections of the fixed edges, and the effect of rotations of
the fixed edges. In whatever manner the computation is carried out
the facility with which results are obtained will depend upon the
information available for the various quantities added together.
For a particular span in a continuous girder one may compute
effects within the span by statics from the edge moments and reac-
tions, but in a continuous slab one cannot compute effects within a
span by statics. Numerical coefficients for the effects within a panel
of the continuous slab may be obtained, however, and used as
described in Sections 19 and 20.
Illustrations of the procedure are described in Chapter VI.
18. Concentrated or Uniform Load on a Simply Supported Rectangu-
lar Slab.-The effect of a loading on the deflections, moments, shears,
reactions, and other quantities of interest in a simply-supported
rectangular slab have been treated by a number of writers. The
effect of a uniform load on a simply-supported rectangular slab is
discussed and summarized with tables and curves in works by A.
NAdai, H. M. Westergaard, H. Leitz, and others.* A summary of the
most important results, that is, the bending moments M. and My at
the center of the panel, and the twisting moments at the corners,
is given by Westergaard.t
The effect of a concentrated load on a rectangular slab may be
obtained by adding the effects due to a number of upward and down-
ward concentrated loads on a slab infinitely long, as is shown by
Westergaard.1 Numerical values for use in this computation are
given by Westergaard in tables and curves.¶
The various numerical results referred to are given for different
values of Poisson's ratio. The following relations§ may be found
useful for the determination of the effects for various values of
*A. Nadai, "Die elastischen Platten," 1925, Julius Springer, Berlin, p. 120-130.
H. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs," Proc. American Concrete
Institute, Vol. 17, 1921, p. 415-538, see p. 431.
H. Leitz, "Die Berechnung der frei aufliegenden, rechteckigen Platten," Forscherarbeiten auf dem
Gebiete des Eisenbetons, Vol. 23, 1914, p. 1-59.
H. Hencky, "Der Spannungszustand in rechteckigen Platten," 1913, R. Oldenbourg, Berlin.
tH. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs," Proc. American Con-
crete Institute, Vol. 17, 1921, p. 415-538, see page 431.
tH. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public
Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1930, p. 1-23, see p. 17 and 19.
¶See preceding reference, p. 8-9, and 12-15. It is noted that the values given by Westergaard
are for Poisson's ratio p = 0.15.
§See, for example, H. M. Westergaard, "Formulas for the Design of Rectangular Floor Slabs and
the Supporting Girders," Proc. American Concrete Institute, Vol. 22, 1926, p. 26-43, especially p. 29.
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Poisson's ratio. These relations apply only to rectangular slabs where
each of the four edges is held simply supported or fixed:
1 -?
S1 - 2




W 0 =o --- W
1 - 2
(72)
MX = Mj = 0 + M =0
My = M °=0 + MM~ = °
Mxy = (1 - Y) Mx[o
w = (1 - bi2) wo=0
19. Deflection of One Edge of a Panel Combined With a Moment
at the Edge.-Let the slab shown in Fig. 3 be simply supported on the
two sides parallel to the y axis and also on edge g. Consider a deflec-
tion A of edge f
7rx
A = Ao sin - (74)
8
combined with an edge moment - M. at edge f
v x Nv -  7rx
-M. = -Mow sin-- = - (1 - ) -- Ao sin - (75)
S S2  S
The bending moments M. and My in the interior of the panel on the
line y = v are given by the equation
MX = -My = CM, (76)
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where C is a dimensionless coefficient depending on the dimensions of
the slab and on the point considered. The twisting moment M.y
on the line y = v is given by the equation
Mxy = C~, (1 - ) --- A cos - = CxMo cos - (77)
8 2
where Cz, is a dimensionless coefficient also. The deflection w on the
line y = v is given by the expression
w = CA (78)
where C has the same value as in Equation (76).
Equations (76), (77) and (78) are derived from corresponding
expressions in Section 6 of Appendix B, where formulas are given for
the effect of a deflection and edge moment applied at edge g.
It is noted that the bending moments M. and M, and the deflec-
tion w at a point in a panel of a slab due to an edge deflection combined
with an edge moment, according to Equations (74) and (75), are
stated in terms of a coefficient depending on the distance v in the y
direction from the distorted edge to the point considered. These
effects are independent of the sense of positive direction of y. How-
ever, the manner of definition of Mx, involves a positive direction of
the y axis; therefore, one must take due account of the positive
directions of the axes in determining Mx, due to distortions of both
edges f and g of the slab.
With the notation and directions of Fig. 3, the twisting moment
M,, on the line y = v, due to distortions of the edge y = b corre-
sponding to Equations (74) and (75), is of the same form as Equation
(77) for the line y = b - v, but is opposite in sign to Equation (77).
Numerical values of C are given in Table 6 for various values of
b/s and for v at successive tenth points of the span b. For v = 0,
C is 1.0, and for v = b, C is zero. The values of C for b/s greater
than 4.0 are practically the same as for b infinitely large, and may
be obtained from Tables 12 and 13.
Numerical values of Cx, are given in Table 7. For b/s greater
than 4.0 the values of C., are practically the same as the values of C.




It is noted that the edge moment - M. is a fictitious moment that
is applied with the edge deflection merely to simplify the calculations
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and to make it easier to handle Poisson's ratio. One may state the
effects due to a deflection alone without edge moment as the sum of
three tabular values given in Chapter V, but it seems unwise to do
this. It is evident from the equations that all moments are stated in
terms of the fictitious edge moments, and the deflections in terms of
the actual edge deflections. The effects due to the actual deflection
plus the fictitious edge moment must be combined with the effects
due to the actual edge moment minus the fictitious edge moment
in order to get the true effects due to edge deflection and edge moment.
20. Moment Without Deflection of One Edge of a Panel.-Consider
the panel of the slab shown in Fig. 3 where the edge g and the edges
parallel to the y axis are simply supported, and the edge f is supported
without deflection, but subjected to the moment M, where
rTx
M = Mo sin - (79)
s
The bending moments M. and My and the twisting moment My
on the line y = v may be stated in the form:
lrX
Mx = (m. + Am,) Mo sin-
(80)
My = (m" + pmX) Mo sin -
WIX
M. = (1 - u) mnMo cos - (81)
and the deflection w on the line y = v may be stated as
b2  irx
w = C,-, Mo sin- (82)
N s
where mex, m,, mxi, and C, are dimensionless coefficients. The various
coefficients are independent of Poisson's ratio; consequently values
of two coefficients are combined in order to obtain bending moments.
Equations (79) to (82), inclusive, are derived from corresponding
expressions in Section 5 of Appendix B.
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As in Section 19, the bending moments Mx and M, and the de-
flection w at a point in a panel due to a moment applied at one edge
are stated in terms of a coefficient depending on the distance v in the
y direction from the edge at which the moment is applied, to the point
considered. The effects are independent of the direction of positive y,
or, in 'other words, m., m,, and C, are independent of the sign of v.
However, the twisting moment Mx, on the line y = v due to a
sine wave of moment applied at y = b is of the same form as Equation
(81) for the line y = b - v, but is opposite in sign to (81). In other
words, m., is of the same sign as v, where v is the distance from the
edge at which moment is applied to the point considered.
Numerical values of me, my,, m,,, and C, are given in Tables 8,
9, 10, and 11, respectively, for various values of b/s and for v at
successive tenth points of the span b. For v = 0, the coefficients are
mn = 0, my = 1, C, = 0; and for v = b, the coefficients m., my,
and C, are zero. For b/s greater than 4.0 the values of all these
coefficients are practically equal to the corresponding coefficients
for b infinitely large, for which case equations and numerical values
are given in Tables 12 and 13.
The use of some of the various coefficients mentioned herein is
demonstrated in Chapter VI in the illustrative problems.
21. Dimensional Relations.-Certain dimensional relations are of
interest in that they permit extension of results obtained for one
particular size of structure to another of similar proportions. For
example, the slabs shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) are similar. It is
noted that all horizontal dimensions are changed for Fig. 8 (b) in
the proportion r, the span between simple supports becoming ra
instead of a. Further, the values of the quantity N, which is a meas-
ure of the stiffness of elements of the slab, must be in the same pro-
portion among the different panels in (b) as they are in (a), and the
values of Poisson's ratio Ij must be equal, panel for panel, in (b) and
(a). If the quantities N are the same for corresponding panels in
(a) and in (b) of Fig. 8 the quantity El for corresponding beams in
Fig. 8 (b) must be changed in the proportion r, the same proportion
as the linear dimensions, for similarity to obtain.
When the two structures are loaded at the same points or along
the same lines, or loaded similarly, and if the total loads are the same
the following relations hold: the deflections in (b) will be r' times those
in (a) at corresponding points; the slopes in (b) will consequently be r
times the corresponding slopes in (a); and the curvatures and twists
in (b) will be equal to the curvatures and twists in (a). Then the
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FIG. 8. SIMILAR SLABS AND LOADING CONDITIONS
bending moments and twisting moments per unit of length will be
equal at corresponding points in the two structures. The shear per
unit of length in (b) will be 1/r times the corresponding shears in (a),
and the reactions in (b) will have the same relations to the reactions
in (a) as the shears have. Consequently, line loads per unit of length
in (b) must be 1/r times the corresponding line loads in (a), and total
loads must be equal in the two structures. From this requirement
one readily derives the fact that distributed loads per unit of area in
(b) must be 1/r 2 times the corresponding quantities in (a).
Now consider the slab shown in Fig. 8 (a) only. Let the quantity
N be changed for each panel in the same proportion; then the quan-
tity El for the various beams must be changed in the same proportion
also. With the loads unchanged, the moments, reactions, and shears
will be unchanged. However, the slopes and the deflections will be
changed so as to vary as 1/N at corresponding points.
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The use of these principles permits one to write moment coeffi-
cients and reaction coefficients for given loadings on similar structures
from the results obtained in a particular numerical case. That is, if
in a particular type of structure (say, for example, a single panel of a,
slab simply supported on three sides, and supported on the fourth
side by a flexible beam) one finds for a load of 2000 lb. at a given
point a moment of 100 lb. at the load point in the x direction, one may
write the general relationship that in a similar structure the moment
under the load in the x direction is 1/20th the load.
V. TABULATED NUMERICAL CONSTANTS
22. Tabulated Numerical Constants for Use in the Distribution Pro-
cedure.-Tables 1 to 13, inclusive, contain numerical values for the
constants entering into the analysis by means of the distribution
procedure. The numerical values given are reported generally to
six or more significant figures for the larger numbers. This is, of
course, considerably greater accuracy than is required or justified in
any analysis of slabs. One may take only as many significant figures
from the table as are desired, however, in an analysis.
For a panel of a slab, the various stiffnesses are obtained from
Table 1; the carry-over factors from Table 2; the fixed-end moments
for line loads from Table 3; the fixed-end reactions for line loads
from Table 4; the fixed-end moments and fixed-end reactions for
distributed loads from Table 5.
Values of bending moments, twisting moments, and deflections
within a panel of a slab due to a deflection combined with a moment
at one edge are obtained from Tables 6 and 7; and those due to a
moment without deflection at one edge, from Tables 8, 9, 10, and 11.
Table 12 contains a summary of the various formulas applying to a
slab infinitely long in one direction. These formulas are obtained by
letting b approach infinity in the corresponding expressions for the
finite slab. Some numerical values of the dimensionless coefficients
stated in Table 12 are given in Table 13.
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TABLE 1
NUMERICAL VALUES OF DIMENSIONLESS COEFFICIENTS IN THE EXPRESSIONS FOR
THE STIFFNESSES OF A PANEL OF A SLAB
The various stiffnesses are defined in Fig. 6, and are expressed as follows:
























































































































































































































































































































*Note: For values of b/s greater than 3.4
significant figures given in the table:
b
CO = Ca = 2,
the following expressions are correct to the 'number of
- 6.283185 b
CT = 2r3 bs  = 62.01255-
CQ (1 + =  ) r = (1 +) 9.869604
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 2
NUMERICAL VALUES OF CARRY-OVER FACTORS FOR A PANEL OF A SLAB
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TABLE 3
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT IN THE EXPRESSION FOR FIXED-END
MOMENT IN A SLAB DUE TO A LINE LOAD
The moment at a fixed edge for a loading F = Fo sin vrx/s on a line a distance v from the edge,
when the opposite edge is also fixed, is expressed as MP = -CM - Fb. The values of CM are tabulated










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 4
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT IN THE EXPRESSION FOR FIXED-END
REACTION IN A SLAB DUE TO A LINE LOAD
The reaction at a fixed edge for a loading F = Fo sin rx/s on a line a distance v from the edge,
when the opposite edge is also fixed, is expressed as RF = -CR* F. The values of Cs are tabulated
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TABLE 5
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE EXPRESSIONS FOR FIXED-END
MOMENT AND REACTION IN A SLAB DUE TO A DISTRIBUTED LOAD
The moment MF and the reaction RF at a fixed edge for a loading p = po sin re/s over the whole
slab, when the opposite edge is also fixed, are expressed as MF = -cm * b2p, and RF = -c, bp, where
b is the span between fixed edges, and po is a constant.
b/s Cm Cr b/s cm c,
0.0 0.0833333 0.500000 2.5 0.0160149 0.252908
0.1 0.0830590 0.499993 2.6 0.0148501 0.243587
0.2 0.0822345 0.499894 2.7 0.0138013 0.234862
0.3 0.0808570 0.499475 2.8 0.0128550 0.226692
0.4 0.0789279 0.498396 2.9 0.0119993 0.219035
0.5 0.0764603 0.496255 3.0 0.0112237 0.211850
0.6 0.0734864 0.492650 3.1 0.0105191 0.205102
0.7 0.0700623 0.487250 3.2 0.0098775 0.198755
0.8 0.0662685 0.479848 3.3 0.0092919 0.192777
0.9 0.0622055 0.470398 3.4 0.0087562 0.187141
1.0 0.0579852 0.459013 3.5 0.0082650 0.181818
1.1 0.0537202 0.445947 3.6 0.0078137 0.176785
1.2 0.0495136 0.431552 3.7 0.0073980 0.172021
1.3 0.0454517 0.416224 3.8 0.0070145 0.167503
1.4 0.0415996 0.400358 3.9 0.0066599 0.163215
1.5 0.0380011 0.384315 4.0 0.0063315 0.159140
1.6 0.0346801 0.368398 4.2 0.0057433 0.151568
1.7 0.0316446 0.352847 4.4 0.0052332 0.144682
1.8 0.0288902 0.337835 4.6 0.0047882 0.138393
1.9 0.0264042 0.323481 4.8 0.0043975 0.132628
2.0 0.0241687 0.309852 5.0 0.0040528 0.127323
2.1 0.0221630 0.296982 5.2 0.0037471 0.122427
2.2 0.0203654 0.284874 5.4 0.0034747 0.117892
2.3 0.0187547 0.273512 5.6 0.0032309 0.113682
2.4 0.0173108 0.262870 5.8 0.0030119 0.109762
6.0 0.0028145 0.106103
Note: For values of b/s greater than 6.0 the following expressions are correct to the number of
significant figures given in the table:
1 2  2
cm = = 0.101321 ,
cr = =- - 0.636620 .
v E b
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TABLE 6
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE EXPRESSIONS FOR BENDING MO-
MENTS PER UNIT OF LENGTH AND FOR DEFLECTIONS IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED
PANEL OF A SLAB DUE TO A DEFLECTION OF ONE EDGE OF PANEL
COMBINED WITH A MOMENT ON THAT EDGE
A deflection A = Ao sin ýx/s combined with a moment -M. = - -- - o sin rx/s, is
applied at the edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported on all the other edges. The bending
moments M, and My on the line y = v are given by the equation Mx = -M, = C - M.. The deflec-
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TABLE 7
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT FOR THE TWISTING MOMENT Mz, PER UNIT
OF LENGTH IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE TO A
DEFLECTION OF ONE EDGE OF PANEL COMBINED
WITH A MOMENT ON THAT EDGE
A deflection A = Ao sin rx/s combined with a moment -Mw = (1 -- ) N2 * Ao sin rx/s, is
applied at the edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported on all the other edges. The twisting
moment My on the line y = v is given by the equation My = Cxy -- - ) N Ao cos r)x/s. The















































































































































































































































































































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 7.-(CONCLUDED)
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT FOR THE TWISTING MOMENT M 8, PER UNIT
OF LENGTH IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE TO A
DEFLECTION OF ONE EDGE OF PANEL COMBINED
WITH A MOMENT ON THAT EDGE
A deflection A = Ao sin vx/s combined with a moment -Mm = - * As sin rx/s, is
applied at the edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported on all the other edges. The twisting
moment My on the line y = v is given by the equation Mxy = Cy (1 -- Ao cos rx/s. The
span of the panel of the slab in the y direction is b. s
Values of Cy,
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TABLE 8
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE BENDING MOMENTS Mx AND My
PER UNIT OF LENGTH IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE
TO A MOMENT APPLIED AT ONE EDGE OF PANEL
For a moment M Mo sin rx/s applied at an edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported
on all four sides, the moments Ms and My on the line y = v, at a distance v from the edge on which the
moment M is applied, are given by the equations Mý = (m. + im,) M, and M, = (m, + pm,) M.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 9
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE BENDING MOMENTS Mr AND M,
PER UNIT OF LENGTH IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE
TO A MOMENT APPLIED AT ONE EDGE OF PANEL
For a moment M = Mo sin ,rx/s applied at an edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported
on all four sides, the moments M. and My on the line y = v, at a distance v from the edge on which
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TABLE 10
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT FOR THE TWISTING MOMENT M,y PER UNIT
OF LENGTH IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE TO A
MOMENT APPLIED AT ONE EDGE OF PANEL
For a moment M = Mo sin rx/s applied at an edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported
on all four sides, the twisting moment My on the line y = v, at a distance v from the edge on which the
moment M is applied, is given by the equation MA = (1 p- ) m, * Mo cos rx/s. The span of the panel
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TABLE 10.-(CONCLUDED)
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT FOR THE TWISTING MOMENT M5 y PER UNIT
OF LENGTH IN A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE TO A
MOMENT APPLIED AT ONE EDGE OF PANEL
For a moment M = Mo sin i-x/s applied at an edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported
on all four sides, the twisting moment M_, on the line y = v, at a distance v from the edge on which the
moment M is applied, is given by the equation Mx, = (1 - u) my - Mo cos rxz/s. The span of the panel

































































































































































































/m b = 0 7 s/b 
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TABLE 11
NUMERICAL VALUES FOR THE COEFFICIENT IN THE EXPRESSION FOR DEFLECTION OF A
SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PANEL OF A SLAB DUE TO A MOMENT
APPLIED AT ONE EDGE OF PANEL
For a moment M = Mo sin ex/s applied at an edge, on the line y = 0, of a slab simply supported
on all four sides, the deflection w on the line y = r, at a distance v from the edge on which the moment
M is applied, is given by the equation w = C, M. The span of the panel of the slab in the
direction of the y axis is b. N
Values of C,
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TABLE 12
FORMULAS FOR THE VARIOUS DIMENSIONLESS COEFFICIENTS FOR A RECTANGULAR
SLAB WITH THE DIMENSION IN THE DIRECTION OF A PAIR OF
SIMPLY-SUPPORTED EDGES INFINITELY LONG
The various stiffnesses, defined in Fig. 6 are expressed as follows:
K = 2N = 6.283185 NT = 2r3  =62.01255
N NQ = (1 + p) r2 = 9.869604 (1 +u) 2)
For a distributed load p = p0 sin - on the whole slab, where po is a constant, the moments and
reactions at the edge y = 0, if the edge is fixed, are
1 2MF = - ps2 = -0.101321 ps2  RF = - ps = -0.636620 ps
For a line load F = Fo sin x on the line y = v, the moments and reactions at the edge y = 0,
if the edge is fixed, are
MF = -C - Fv where C = e-T
RF = -CR - F where CR = 1 + 7 e-T
For an edge moment M = Mo sin - on the edge y = 0, the bending moments Mx and My, the
twisting moment M- 5 , and the deflection w on the line y = v are
M. = (Mi + pm.) M My = (my + Am.) M
M 5 y = (1 - p) m- Mo cos - w = Cw - M
1 sv ýV 1 1
where m.x 2- - est, my = C - m, m = - , C + m, C, = -- m
For an edge deflection A = Ao sin -x on the edge y = 0 combined with an edge moment -M.
(1 -- ) N r' Ao sin x on the edge y = 0, the bending moments M. and My, the twisting82 s
moment My, and the deflection w on the line y = v are
M. = -M, = C * M, M
' 
= C (1 N A , w = C2 s
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TABLE 13
NUMERICAL VALUES FOR THE VARIOUS DIMENSIONLESS COEFFICIENTS DEFINED IN




































































































































































































































































































'' -Fror? f-ltg(c), 'From F/g. 4(b),
Line Load D/str/ueded Load
Load Componen•s : ,, z Oo 000 lb.) S/ Sft - 4000 lb. /•7l
= OOOff = ft'7ins fn
Distributbon of Moments
=/ #=035 zo F = 0.5
-k = -0.390Z (Tabe Z.) -k=-0.1902 
-k=-0.3902
C = 4.669 (Tale I) C' = 6.6 C = 3.958
K=4.66!9 . .ft 700-10'/. K= e.31/10'1b. S = S94.10 'b.
1.O-os F?/i 'dhA 1I
' , ., .s83 0.a 4/7 L,
Cm= 007833 (Table 3) cm =0.0765 (Table 5)
-1567 /b. -43/b. -243/6b.
2000/b.fft/0Oft -0076-zSft'Z7 lb ftl.
- 95.---+243 (Distribute







_ _=_ .o__ I =/.5 _
-k=-a0066 -k=-00014 -k=-ao.668
C, = 9.480 = 18.85 C, =9.438
K= 14.22/O'lb. K=2 3.56"l/Olb. S =14./610'b.
.37 0623 , C, 448
00  0 +89.6 lb. +89.61b -403/1b. -403/•
- 0.7-+40.3
.3 +33. -55.8 -82.7 +49.9
0 - ./ - 0./I 0
Af -2.31/. +33.8 l. +6. 9 /.e 0 Prob./-/
ANALYSIS OF SLABS CONTINUOUS OVER FLEXIBLE BEAMS
///usfra/d'1e Prob/em / (continued)
n=5 -k=-aOOS3 -/k= -k=-O.OOS3
Kt=z3.6./0'-1 K=39S-./O6/b. S=,3.6.1/0b.
110. 37 06Z5" 
_y5 =0 00/ 5
0^  ___ 0 -3.8 !b9. ___________-3.3/g0 -3.81b
0- -1.4 +.4 -4.1
/o o 0- __ .,4Ib. -7.9,
,2=7 -k=-a0003 -k=0 -k=-0.0003
K= 33.0/0 61b. S-O5.0/I06•. S='33.010Ibh.
10.375 ,, 06Z51 Z=.3.S, |b
C=00000/7 (Table 13)





/ o  +0.// b. -Z.31b. 0 P| h/-z
VI. ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS
23. Illustrative Problem 1.-This problem involves a slab con-
tinuous over unyielding supports, with one end fixed. To illustrate
certain features of the distribution procedure, differences in depth
or moment of inertia and differences in Poisson's ratio are considered.
The center panel is loaded at its mid-point by a concentrated load,
and one end panel is uniformly loaded.
The load components are found from Figs. 4. and 5, and are stated
on the computation sheets. The problem is self-explanatory to any-
one familiar with the process of distributing moments in a continuous
girder. The work is carried out for four terms in the series. For
practical purposes only the first term, n = 1, or at most the first two
terms, need have been considered. Even terms, n = 2, 4, etc., do
not appear since the load is symmetrical about the center line of the
structure parallel to the y axis.
The analogous continuous girder is shown for each value of n.
For example, for n = 1, the carry-over factor for the end panels
is -0.3902, and the stiffness of the end panels is 7.00 -106 lb. with the
far end fixed, or 5.94 - 106 lb. with the far end hinged. The distribu-
tion of an unbalanced moment at the joint to the left of the center is
in the proportion of 8.31 to 7.00 for center and end panels, respec-
tively. The distribution factors at the joint are, consequently,
7.00 8.31
7.00 +8.31 = 0.457 to the left, and 7.00 +8.31 = 0.543 to the7.00 + 8.31 7.00 + 8.31
0-*----- +0./ -o./ -2.5
I #•
.• J I c I I•l\ ll^^iC. '*./ 0 - -3.8
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illustrative Problem I, (continueld)








M,, = 00844 (-?87-gZ5)/b. = -I45b.
Concentrated Load
Use coefficients given by Wester-
g7oard, (Exp/al/nead i text).
Consider /oa6' distributed uniform-
/y over a circle with '/ameter "c ,
where c=0./Oa, and' take depth of
s/lah, " ,' as h=.OSa.
For .u=O.15, Westergaard' tables
and the equeatons appl/yng to a square
slab, give the resu/lt
-1,=/,=0.3l84P-00490P= O.2694P.
/-or -O.ZO, from equations (7M?) (73):









m = 0. 803(-925/lb.) -259 lb.
Uniform Load
Use coefficients given by Wester-
gaard (Exp/ained in text).
The moment coefficients, for p =0,
for a slab with the short side 0O. times
the long side are determined as follows,
in terms of the short span ""', and the
load per unit area, "'o":
In the direction of the long span,
Hx =+0.0/74pbh,
and in the d/rection of the short span,
M, = +0.0964pbvh
With p=l00 /lb.ft', b=5ft.,
Mx=+43.5 lb. and
M=+Z4I lb. Arob/-s
n=31 b 3 0  I I = 3
M1 =+33.8 lb. Mo, =+69 lb. M,0 " =+6.9 lb Mog -0
m,= 0.0/212 mx=0.1087
mI, -O.OZZ. my =-0.0148
mx+/7pm,= 0.0/88 1
my +pumx=- 0. 0080
HM,, = +0. b M =+0.7/
AMy =-0. 3 lb. M=-/0./ b.
(2)-Due to loading acting on a simply supported rectangu/ar panel:
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Illustrative Problem / (concluded)
Total Moments at suVpports and at center of /oaded pane/s.
(Moments to nearest lb.) \p 0o lb. I o I I ftI.
MAY M"My ~M M» H=My ,
Moments due -
to Continuity' :
n=, coef of sin' +307/bL -7871b. -f65hb. -145/Ib. -925/b -90/1-59/b. 0
n=3 coefof sin ' - Z + 34 + / 0 + 7 + / I 0 0
n=,coef ofs, 0 -s/ - 8 0
|oments at XI
Due to Continuity- +309 -822 -266 -145 - 938 -9/ -259 0
Due to loads acting
on sT/mp/i sup-
ported panels- 0 0 +28// +8//1 0 +44 +24/
Total Moments
at x= +309/b -2zz/b.b +Z545/ +666/b. -936b. -47/ 1 -18Ih.
right. The final joint moments are stated for each value of n. The
computations were made with a slide rule.
The computation is shown for the moments Mx and M, at the
center of each loaded panel. The effects of the edge moments are
first considered. Only the first term in the series is of practical
significance in this case. The moments computed in step (1) may be
considered as corrections to the moments in a simply-supported panel
due to the loading.
The moments at the load point in the center panel due to the
loading acting on a simply-supported panel are computed from
coefficients given by Westergaard.* From the tabulated coefficients,
for a square slab loaded at the center with a load uniformly distributed
over a circle with diameter c = 0.10a, where a, the span, is 20h, or
twenty times the slab thickness, one finds, under the load,
Mý = My = 0.3184P - 0.0490P = 0.2694P
for u = 0.15. This value can be corrected to correspond to u = 0
by Equations (72), and subsequently, to A = 0.20 by Equations (73).
One finds, for 4 = 0.20 and P = 10 000 lb.,
1.20
M, = My = 2694 lb. = 2811 lb.t
1.15
*H. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public
Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1930, p. 1 to 23. See especially p. 19 for a square slab with a concentrated
load, and Table 1, p. 9 for the moment under a concentrated load. Note that the numerical values are
given for u = 0.15.
tMoments in a slab are always stated in terms of bending moment per unit length; consequently
this equation may be interpreted as M. = 2811 ft. lb. per foot, or 2811 in. lb. per inch. An adequate
statement is merely Ms = 2811 lb., as above.
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The moment at the center of the uniformly-loaded end panel is
determined from coefficients plotted by Westergaard* for a simply-
supported rectangular slab. It is noted that in this particular
problem the long span is in the x direction and the short span, which
is half the long span, is in the y direction. One finds
Mr = 0.0174 pb' = 43.5 lb.
My = 0.0964 pb2 = 241 lb.
The moments due to the loading on simply-supported panels are
total moments, not components. The correction moments due to
continuity are components of a sine series. For example, at the
joint to the right of the center of the structure the moments M= My
are
( vx 3irx 5rx 7rx
My= -925 sin--+7sin---8sin---2sin--+. ... lb.
a a a a
a
For x = -, one finds
2
My = [-925 (1) + 7 (-1) - 8 (1) - 2 (-1) + . . . .] lb.
= -938 lb.
a
For x = -, one finds
My = 0.7071 [-925 (1) + 7 (1) - 8 (-1) - 2 (-1) + .... ] lb.
= -642 lb.
The other components are added in the same manner. Numerical
values are reported on the computation sheets only for x = a/2.
24. Illustrative Problem 2.-This is the same structure as in
Problem 1 except that there is a flexible supporting beam instead of a
*H. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs," Proc. American Con-
crete Institute, Vol. 17, 1921, p. 415-538. See Fig. 3, p. 431 for moment coefficients for 1 = 0.
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rigid support at the right of the center panel. The problem is solved,
as indicated on the computation sheets, by finding the total unbal-
anced reaction at the joint from Problem 1, and then adding a de-
flection of the joint of such magnitude as to make the unbalanced
reaction zero.
The computation of unbalanced reaction from the results of
Problem 1 is shown for n = 1. A deflection of 1000 - 10- 6 ft. is
introduced at the joint, the resulting fixed-end moments are dis-
tributed, and the unbalanced reaction computed. It is found that
the actual deflection Ao is 726 - 10- 6 ft. Then the actual moments
for the structure with the flexible beam are found by adding to the
moments in Problem 1, 0.726 times the moments due to the deflection
introduced in step (2). The results of the computations are recorded
for n = 3, 5, and 7 also.
The corrective moments Mx and M, at the center of the loaded
panels are computed as in Problem 1. For the center panel, for
n = 1, the center deflection of the left edge is zero, and of the right
edge, +726 - 10- 6 ft. The center moment at the left edge is -1016
lb., and at the right edge, +110 lb. A fictitious edge moment -Mg,
is introduced at the right edge. The magnitude of -Mowg is -716 lb.
Since the effects of the deflection and of this moment are combined,
one must add to these effects the effect of an edge moment acting at
the right edge, M'o,, of magnitude +110 lb. - (-716) lb. or +826 lb.
Then Max is computed in the following manner:
Max = C (Mowg) + (mx + im,,) (M'o6 ) + (mx + pm,,) (Mof)
= 0.1993 (716 lb.) + 0.1546 (-1016 lb.) + 0.1546 (826 lb.)
= +113.2 lb.
It is noted that Mx = Max sin 7rx/a. The other quantities are
computed in the same way.
The moments due to the loading on simply-supported panels are
the same as in Problem 1. The component moments are added
together in the same fashion as in Problem 1, to obtain the total
moments at the points considered.
25. Illustrative Problem 3.-This problem represents a single span
slab with curbs which act as flexible supporting beams offering tor-
sional restraint to the slab. A uniform load is considered. In view
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Illustrative Problem 3.
e sgmmetrical about center-linbe.
- the computaHlons take N= /00 Ib. ft
Cor f/exible edge beam:
.U = 7 * (Equation 36)
= 0./4Idtn 4 /b.ft - z
L 9.e=- (Equat/on 41)
= 6.1/7n'b.
(ll-Effect of load n=/ (Z)-Effect of def/ect/'on
w#h no def/ection =0.5 of both edge beams
of edge beams K=Z3.34 b. k=0.390Z o=/0000 ft
=Edae beam q=, : 1- de et
6.71Ib. jK(l-k)=14241b. le=o i9b.ft' -a0.oq
0.302 0.698 pi•z/3 bff- T-0.zS/61bh.f'. 0.302 0.6
0 -3893 l- - -- Fixed-end moment, / .----. 0 +1164 b. =Q(/-q9)o
-/176 +2717 Dstribute - +352 -81
-/76. ------------- Fa/ moment, Mo .-- +32/b.
Change in torsionao/ mo-
-/176/b. ment in1 edge beam, &5m +33Zlb.
-190. +1906 - _ . Rotat/on of jont, fo ', - +570 -57.0
0 +ZZ1b. +/9190.6-Q(/-q)... Reaction due to rotation, _ _.. 0 -7 h.ft'
0 -IZ64lb.ft f Fixed-end reaction, Ao +//14 2/lff.+378 /b.ff'= T(l-tf)'o
-/242 Ib.ft'- -- Total unbalanced reactionat joint. _- +/3 Ib.f'
(3)-Loado on structure with flexible edge beams.
n=(Structure
n= I/! symmetrica/ about
Actual deflection, / 0 -- - 8I ft- -,2 OOf 
I  
center-/ne.)
I. for o= 0 ------ -1//76b.
A/o due to A, =82/Of..+ 289/b.
A1 _-- 887/b. (for structure with flexible beams)
n=3 do ------ 6.0 ft n= -o---- 1.43ft.
Mo forAo=O-.-359 lb. M• for Ao=0---1081b.
H o due to 4,=•6.0f---+68 /b. Mo due to 4o = 1.43 ft.-+ 14 lb.
o __0 - l -- b. o ---___ - 94 /b.
n=7 o----- 0.202 ft n=9 ---.... 0.0463ft
fo foro=O_-.-44/b. H, for 4o=0---.- 22/b.
Mo due to 4o =0 OZ ft.-.4 hb. /, due to o = 0.0463 ft + 2 lb.
lN o--_-40/b. No __-20/&. ,.,
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Illustrative Prob/em 3 (concluded)
Twisting moment M~y per unit of length at edge "f, = 0.
(1)-Due to continuity with flexible edge beams:
M . •. - o . ..........- ' n (Structure symmetrica/
-tow-- L-}-0.6169 Ib.ft. "b I aOu center-line.)
n=1 3=0.5 f=+ 82/Oft. Ay=+82/0 ft
S='-887 lb. Mo - 887 b.
-Mo,, = -5065/b. -Mo, = - 5065 b.
M'f = +4/78 b__. 
___ M - +4/78 /b.
For -=0: For '=/.0, (in direction of -y) :
C,=+/.0903 (Table 7) Cl,=+0.4345"
m1 =-0.3969 (Tabe /0) m7 = +.1548
=[+/.0903) (065 /b)+ (-03969) (4178 /)J-[F(+O. 435) (5065/b.)+(+0/S48)(4/78 /b)= +10/5 lb.
n= 3 Mx = +z/9 1b.
n= 5 vxy = + 3 lb.
n = I Mox = + Z3 Ib.
n = 9 Moy = + // lb.
Due to continuity/ wth the flexible edge beams, the twisting moment on 1ine y=O /i
M y=(lS lb.) cos + (2/9/1b)cos - +(58/b.)cos- +(23r3b.)cos -- +(/l/b) cos .
At the corner x=O, the twisting moment is:
1,=6lO//b. + 2/9/b. +8/b. + 3/b.+ //b.+ ..... = +13301b.
(Z)-Due to the load'ng acting on a s/mplY supportedO slab,
the twisti7g moment at the corner x=0, Y=, is/:
M/•= -0.656pb4 = - 2620 lb.
(3)- Total tw/isting moment at the corner /:
M,,= -260 Ib. +330 /b. = -/90 lb.
Computation of bend/lng moment in edge beams
n A o  U F =/-4o  Component oF M6e,,,= *F= - •F. in--
(Equatlon 35) (Equation 7/1)
I 82/Oft 0.//42 b.ff." 938 1b.ft- ' +/5- 000 ftlb. sin -
3 26.0 9.ZS 24W + 4340 ft/lb./sin
S 1.43 71.4 /IO + 660 ft.lb.sin-6-
7 O.ZOZ 274 55 + 180 ft./b.sin -
9 0.0463 747 35 + 70 ft./b.sin-9 -
At x- f, (center of beam), M = + 148 200 ftlb.
The total moment on k/ne x= / , n both beams and in the slab is obtained
from statics :
ZM=J-OO Ib.ff*• ft. (40ft.)z = 400000 ft. b.
The ratio of the moment In both beams to the total moment is :
e_ m 2(148 200) ft. . 741
ZM 400 000 ft. b.
The ratio of the modu/us of elasticity times moment of inertia of both
beams, to the total of mod'ulus of e/ast/cit/y times moment of inert/a of
beams and slab at the cross section is :
2E1 = e30 07. SO'
_EI-reOftx.N ZO3+eo S2
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i//ustraf/ve Prob/etnm 4
Structure same as in Problem 3, except for /oadi'ng.
Uniform lne load
on edge of slab,
F= /000b. ff'
9
Computations made for n=/, only
n=l F= I273/b.ft'
Other constants
same as in Problem 3.
"Successive D/tribuf/ion" Procedure
(1)-Distribute react/ons :
U--O.//b.f T=0.85/651b.ft-2 -t=-0.8499 [T(l-t)=00378 lb.ft
[0.312 0.688 | =, C/=-/.0 0.68S 0.3/Z
Fibed-end Reaction, Rf, 0 -1273/b.lf -t1.0 0 0
R,' due to uniform
deflection-. +343/bff' +1/3 /b.ft-' =3F000/T,[7/-/ +//3/b.f +343 lb.ff.'3000f/'*U
DOsftribute +255 +56 -- carry-over - -478
Rý' due to un/obrm -3 -1 +7 Dis/ribue
'ef/econ, .... +3 +/ + / +3
Distribute __ _ _ +3 +6 - - 5
+ I
Fo  +604lb.ff'j-604/b.ftf' R o  -353 ibf/.' +3531 b.ft' Fo
Def/ections, Ao '-_ +5290 ft +3090 ft
(2)-Distribute Moments :
S= 6./ 7 b. K=23.34b. -k=-0.3902
\0.200  .9 0 79 0.791 0 9
AI,', due to loading 0 0 0 0
M due to
deflections in ()--- 0 +40901b.=+529Oft(Q)J+3090ft(.-q -3110/b. 0
Distribute. +855 -3235 - + I260
- 571 -+1463 -387
-19 +452 - - 176
- 54 + 139 - 37
- 1/ + 43 - /7
- 5 + 13 - 4
- + 4 - 2
- 2 0
Mo------- +724/. - 48 /b.
Torsional moment, m,
in beam,. +?24 lb. -4 l b.
-,= L7--- +117.3 -/17.3 +69.4 -69.4L '-_ 4 -6.44-1
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/llustrative Prob/em 4 (conc/uded)
(3)-Distribue reactions :
R; 0 -309/b.ft=-l7.3Q)+69.4(-q# +303/b.fE. 0
(Distribution not shown.)
S+6Z.6 /b.ff - 58.0 /b.-ft'
n,' +548 fti. - 508fti.
(4)-Distribute moments:
Mf 1 +/73//b. -17Z6 /b. 0
+ 277/b. -276 lb.
5,, 1-44.8 +44.71
(5)-Distribute react/ions:
R. 0 1-/46.3 /bf' 41463 b.ft.' 0
F +28.9/b.ff' -2z.9 lb.ftf
4o +253ft. -253 ft
I etc.\_
Fi7oVr Vai1,es -
hlo + I/260 lb.= -960/ lb.(724/b. + Z77 b.+133/+63/b. +30b.+....) I
ZAo +6326ft.= +2094 ft
(290 ft. + 548f£. +2 53ft +12/ft+8 +5"- 6 +-) 4 •
of the symmetry of the structure the modified flexural stiffness,
K (1 - k), of the slab may be used to avoid carry-overs during the
distribution. In the computations the beams may be considered to
act as panels of a slab adjacent to the loaded panel, but with no
carry-over factors. All elastic constants are stated in terms of N
for the slab. In the computations N is taken as 100 lb. ft. with no
effect on the stresses in the slab. The deflections and slopes are
affected by this choice of a value of N, but these quantities are not of
interest in this problem.
The intermediate steps in the calculations are handled in the same
manner as in Problem 2. The computations are shown in detail for
n = 1, and the results are given for n = 3, 5, 7, and 9.
The magnitude of the twisting moment at the corner x = 0,
y = 0 is computed in two steps. The first computation is for Mx,
due to edge deflections and moments. For example, for n = 1, the
center deflection of both edges is 8210 ft. (with the value of N = 100
lb. ft.); the center moments at the edges are -887 lb. The fictitious
edge moment acting with the deflection, -Mo0 , is -5065 lb., and
consequently the edge moment to be considered acting alone without
deflection, to give the total effect of deflection and edge moment,
must be 4178 lb. One finds the result, for n = 1:
Mox, = C, (5065 lb.) + m., (4178 lb.)
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at y = 0, due to -Mw and M' at y = 0, where Cy and mxy are
taken for v/b = 0; and
Maý, = - [C,, (5065 lb.) + mey (4178 lb.)]
at y = 0, due to -M. and M' at y = b, where Cxy and mxy are
taken for v/b = 1.
For all the cosine waves of twisting moment one finds the total due
to edge deflections and moments, Mxy = +1330 lb.
The twisting moment due to the load acting on a simply-supported
rectangular slab is computed from coefficients given by Westergaard.*
Since, in the present notation, a positive twisting moment produces
compression along the diagonal at a corner such as the one at x = 0,
y =0, and since Westergaard's coefficient is for positive moment
across the diagonal, one has for b/a = 0.5
My = -0.0656 pb2 = -2620 lb.
Then the total twisting moment at the corner x = 0, y = 0 is
MY = -2620 lb. + 1330 lb. = - 1290 lb.
The bending moment at the center of one of the supporting beams
is also computed. The procedure is straightforward and easily fol-
lowed. It is seen that for this case the total moment at the cross-
section x = a/2 is divided between beams and slab approximately
in proportion to the values of El for the various members.
26. Illustrative Problem 4.-The same structure that is considered
in Problem 3, a single-span slab with stiffened edges having torsional
resistance, is loaded with a uniform line load on one of the edges of
the slab directly over a supporting beam. The procedure of succes-
sive distribution is used, no advantage being taken of symmetry, in
order to show some of the details of the procedure more fully. The
computations are given only for the first term in the series, that is,
for n = 1.
The fixed-end reaction in the slab for a load at one edge is minus
the load, of course. The sine wave component of load for n = 1 is
F0 = 1273 lb. ft.
- 1
. The fixed-end reaction is -Fo. Before distribu-
*H. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs," Proc. American Con-
crete-Institute, Vol. 17, 1921, p. 415-538. See Fig. 3, p. 431 for coefficient for moment across diagonal
at corner, for p = 0.
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tion of reactions a uniform deflection of both joints is written in to
hasten the convergence by making the unbalanced reaction smaller.
It is noted that for the uniform deflection the fixed-end reactions
in the beams are proportional to U and in the slab, to T(1 - t). The
left-hand joint is balanced first, and the carry-over to the right-hand
joint is considered with the reactions due to the uniform deflection
previously introduced. The joint is then balanced, and a carry-over
is made to the first joint. Again fixed-end reactions due to a uniform
deflection are written in, proportional to the first set of reactions, and
after one further distribution the structure is practically balanced.
Then the deflections are computed, and the fixed-end moments
due to the deflection are determined. These are distributed without
deflection. The rotations due to distributing moments are determined
next, and the changes in fixed-end reaction due to the rotations are
computed. These are again distributed as in the first step. The
moments due to this second distribution of reactions are computed,
and so on until the computations converge.
All the computations are not shown, but enough numerical values
are given to indicate the slow convergence of this procedure. The
"indirect procedure" leads to results much more rapidly.
VII. NOTES ON GENERAL AND SPECIAL CASES
27. Convergence of the Numerical Computations.-The method of
solution described here is based on a resolution of the loading into com-
ponents in such a way that the loading is expressed as an infinite
series. In certain cases, such as concentrated loads, the series repre-
senting the load does not converge. In other cases, such as distributed
loads and loads distributed along a line in the x direction, the series
for the load does converge.
The results obtained from the computations for deflections, mo-
ments, reactions, etc., will be expressed also as infinite series, and the
computations may be performed for a sufficient number of terms in
the series to obtain results of any precision desired.
For ordinary cases only a relatively small number of terms in the
series are required to compute the deflections accurately. Successively
larger number of terms are required to compute slopes, curvatures
or moments, and changes in curvatures or shears and reactions. For
some quantities the series will not converge. For example, in the
case of a concentrated load, the moments under the load are infinitely
large as given by the ordinary theory of flexure of slabs upon which
this method is based. As is explained elsewhere in this report, one
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may obtain the effects of a concentrated load by assuming the load
distributed over some area. Also for a concentrated load on a slab
over a flexible beam the load carried by the beam will be given by an
infinite series that does not converge. These faults of the method of
analysis are common to all methods of solution of the fundamental
differential equation in terms of infinite trigonometric series.
In most cases the number of terms, or number of values of n re-
quired to find effects to a certain degree of accuracy, will be obvious
from an examination of the results obtained as the distribution pro-
cedure is carried out. Sometimes, however, care is necessary in order
to be sure of the convergence of the results. Perhaps the writer's
meaning will be clearer if one examines the ordinary series
1 1 1 1
-=1+ + + +.
n 2 3 4
where the sum of the first two terms is 1.5, the sum of the first three
terms is 1.833, etc., and the terms are successively decreasing in value.
But this series, of course, diverges, since if one takes enough terms one
may make the sum greater than any previously assigned quantity.
In general it may be stated that for distributed or concentrated
loads the series for deflection always converges. The series for
moments converges except at the point of application of a concen-
trated load and the series for reactions at a joint converges except for
a concentrated load at some point along the joint.
In a continuous slab, for large values of nb/a the effects near a
joint approach those in an infinitely long slab continuous over a beam
of the same flexibility as that in the joint, and with the same values
of N on either side of the joint, as in the panels of the slab adjacent
thereto of the actual structure. Formulas for this case of the infinitely
long slab are given in Section 28. One may compare the results of
the distributions with the formulas given therein to obtain the general
form of the terms in the series for high values of n. In many cases
one can establish the limits within which the sum of such a series
must lie, for values of n greater than some given value, by comparison
with an integral.
The effects in the interior of a panel due to the moments and de-
flections at the edge of the panel converge much more rapidly than
the moments and deflections at the edge. Also, for common cases of
loading, the series for the moment in the flexible beams converges
even when the series for the load on the flexible beam diverges.




a)- Planr of Slab
;Like Load,
KSupporting Beam
(b)-Sect ion Para//e/ to Simp/y Supported Edqes.
FIG. 9. CONCENTRATED LOAD ON INFINITELY LONG SLAB WITH
ONE FLEXIBLE BEAM
28. The Infinitely Long Slab With One Flexible Beam.-The
problem of the infinitely long slab continuous over a flexible beam is
of importance as a limiting case, and serves also to illustrate a possible
use of the distribution procedure to find formulas for simple cases.
Needless to say, the procedure is much simpler for a numerical case.
The slab shown in Fig. 9 is subjected to a concentrated load P at
the point x = u, y = v, and is supported on the line y = 0 by a beam
having a modulus of elasticity E and a moment of inertia 1. For the
infinitely long panel of the slab to the right of the beam the elastic
properties of the material are stated as N and p; and for the infinitely
long panel to the left of the beam, as N 1 and /p.
The series for the loading is obtained from Fig. 5 (c) and the
various coefficients for the slab are taken from Table 12. The dis-
tribution is carried out for only one value of n, since the same results
are obtained for other values as only s changes with n. The procedure
is developed in three steps, as indicated.
Step 1. Distribution of moments, beam temporarily held
against deflection. See Fig. 9(b).
The fixed-end moment in the loaded panel, to the right of the
beam, is
2P , ru . rx
MF = ---- ve- s-- sin--
a S S
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This moment is distributed in proportion to the flexural stiffnesses
of the two panels meeting at the joint. Since the values of K differ
only because N is different for the two panels, the moment may be
distributed in proportion to N and N 1. One finds the following
result for the final moment at the joint:
N1  2P ,, 7ru 7rxM = - -ve- sin -sin--
N + N a s s
The change in edge moment in the left-hand panel is equal to the
final moment at the joint. The rotation of the edge of the left-
hand panel is equal to the change in moment divided by the quan-
tity Ki. The rotation of the edge of the right-hand panel is equal
in magnitude but opposite in sign to the rotation of the left-hand
panel, and may be written as
Ps 1 -Tu 7X
S= - ve-~ sin - sin -
ar N + N1  s s
Then the unbalanced reaction at the joint is as follows:
Unbalanced reaction
= RF + XQD
1 + ) e sin -- sin - s- -
a s N + Ni s s
S Trv 1 + N - N 7rv 2P U, . 7rx
= - 1 -- e sin - sin-
s 2 N + N1  s a s s
Step 2. Deflection of the joint at the supporting beam introduced.
The fixed-end moments, due to a sine wave of deflection of the
joint with maximum magnitude of unity, are equal to the quantities
Qi sin 7rx/s and Q sin vx/s to the left and to the right of the beam
respectively, where Q, and Q are given by the equations
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Q1 = (1 +) -N 1 , Q=(1+± ) - N
S2 8
2
The final moment at the joint may be expressed as follows, after
simplifying:
72 N N 1  rxM = 2(1 + ) -sin-
s2 N+ N s
The rotation of the edges of the panels are +4 on the left and
-D on the right, where 4 is given by the equation
1 + 7r N - N1  . 7x
-- - sin -
2 s N + N s
Then the unbalanced reaction at the joint is as follows:
7rx
Unbalanced reaction = 2QI' + (Ti + T + U) sin-
8
74E1 2s N + N, (1 + A) 2 s N - N, N - N 1 1 7x
- 1+-± - - sin-
s4  7r El 2 r N + Ni El j s
Step 3. Combine Steps 1 and 2 to eliminate the unbalanced
reaction at the joint.
The actual deflection of the beam is a sine wave with maximum
ordinate equal to minus the unbalanced reaction from Step 1 divided
by the unbalanced reaction from Step 2. Then the actual deflection,
for the nth term of the series, is:
S v 1 + p N - Ni rv 2P r, . 7T
_1 + -- e-sm--
74El s 2 N + Ni s a s
- -A (83)
s4  2s N+N, (1 + )2sN N - N N - N11+
7 El 27r N + N1  El
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whence it follows that, for the nth term,
1( wv +A N-N, rv 2Pa ' ,ru 1rx
1+----- -e-Tsin--sin--
s 2 N+N, s ) nr s s
2s N+N 1  (1+--)s N-N, N-N,
1±
ir El 2ir N +N El
The moment at the joint is obtained by adding the moment in Step 1
to A times the moment in Step 2. One finds the result, for the n th
term,
N 1  2P , ru 1rx 2(1+•u) N NM = - - ve- sin sin -- - Mbeam (85)
N+N 1  a s s (N+N 1 )EI
All the values for the interior of a panel due to a deflection A of the
edge are stated in terms of an edge moment -Mw defined by the
relation
72
-M• = -N (1- U) -A
8
2
One has the result, then, for the nth term,
N
-M. = - (1 - ) Mbeam (86)
El
For the special case of a rigid beam, El = co and Equations (84)
and (85) become
( r 1+A N-N 1 7rv 2Pa 7ru rx
Mbeam = 1- - - -- e-7 sin -- sin -- (87)
s 2 N+N, s n r2  s s
2PN1  v , ru . rx
M = -- -e-- sin-sin- (88)
N+Ni a s s
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For N 1 = N, the series in which Equation (88) is one term becomes
the moment My at the beam in an infinitely long slab continuous over
a rigid beam
SPv n. 7r u n-x
My -- e-Ts--in - sin-- (89)1 ==oa .- 1.2,3,. a a
The infinite series in Equation (89) for the moment over a rigid beam
in an infinitely long slab can be expressed in finite form by compari-
son with a derivative of the potential function introduced by Nadai*
in his study of concentrated loads on an infinitely long slab. This
has been done by Jensen.f




s 2Pa ru 7rx
Mbeam -- e-, sin - sin - (90)




Pv . Tu l-x N (1 + P)
M = -- e-T sin -- sin - + Mbeam (91)
a s s El
For a load directly over the beam, v = 0, and Equations (90) and (91)
become
2Pa 1 7u vx
Mbeam = sin - sin - (92)
n2 7r 2 4sN s s
1+-
irEl
N (1 + 4)M = -- Mbeam (93)
El
From the form of Equation (93), and from the fact that the slope in
the y direction is zero at the beam, one concludes that the curvatures
in the slab in the x and y directions, directly over the beam must be
*A. NAdai, "Die elastischen Platten," 1925, Julius Springer, Berlin, p. 95.fV. P. Jensen, "Solutions for Certain Rectangular Slabs Continuous Over Flexible Supports,"
Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., Bul. 303, 1938, see Section 6.
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equal. Then for this case of loading, over the beam the slab moments
are related by the equation
M]. = M,.
This can also be shown by computing Mx from the relations in
Table 12.
For N 1 = 0, which corresponds to the slab with an edge supported
only by a beam, one finds the relations, from Equations (84) and (85),
S 1 - 7 rv1+
2 s 2 Pa e ru xX
Mbeam 
- e sin -- sin -- (94)2sN (1 + ,) 2 sN n 72  s s
1+
r El 2r El
and M = 0.
For N1 = o, the slab is fixed at the line y = 0, and one has
v  
7U 7-XM = -2P - e- sin - sin-
a s s
which is the nt h term in the series for the fixed-end moment.
29. Application of the Procedure to Special Problems.-The manner
of treatment of some special types of construction to obtain a solution
by the distribution procedure is described briefly. Consider the case
of a slab with integral supporting beams. One of the principal as-
sumptions upon which the distribution procedure is based is that the
beams offer only vertical support to the slab or in special cases also
offer torsional restraint to the edge. In the case, however, where the
beams are integral with the slab but the center of gravity of the
beam is not in the same plane as the middle plane of the slab, the
slab in the neighborhood of the beam acts somewhat like a T beam
and is subjected to direct stress as well as flexure. Consequently the
solutions described here, or any solution based on the fundamental
equation given in Appendix A, are not applicable since those solutions
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depend on the assumption that there are no resultant forces in the
direction of the plane of the slab. For most practical purposes, and
particularly for the effects in the interior of the panel, it is valid to
make the approximation that the supporting beam has some equiva-
lent moment of inertia of magnitude equal to the actual moment of
inertia of the beam plus that of the part of the slab acting with it as
a T beam, and then to assume that the beam offers only vertical
support to the slab. In extreme cases it is likely that this approxima-
tion is not valid.
The treatment of beams having resistance to torsion is described
in Section 8, and an illustrative problem is given in Section 25 of a
single panel of a slab having two stiffened edges. In all treatment of
beams having torsional resistance it must be assumed that the ends
of the beam are not permitted to rotate about a longitudinal axis
through the beam. If this assumption is not fulfilled in the actual
structure the treatment of torsion made herein is not valid, but, in
any case, it seems reasonable that the stresses in the structure should
be between the stresses computed for no torsional resistance of the
beam and the stresses computed for the case of torsional resistance
with the assumption described in the foregoing.
Cases in which there are point supports on the slab or under the
beams can be treated in the following manner:
(1) With the load on the structure, and with the point supports
temporarily removed, find the total deflections at the points where
the point supports are to be placed.
(2) In succession, at each place where a point support is desired,
apply a concentrated load to the structure and find the total deflec-
tions at all proposed point supports.
(3) With the values obtained from (1) and (2), write a series of
simultaneous equations which express the deflection at each point
support in terms of the deflection due to the loading, the deflection
due to each of the point reactions, and the flexibility of the supporting
structure.
(4) Solve these equations to find the reactions at the point sup-
ports.
(5) Find the effects in the slab due to the loading and the reactions
of the point supports.
Rigid supports or elastic supports are treated in the manner indi-
cated. If the supports are rigid the resultant deflections at each point
of support are set equal to zero. If the supports are elastic the re-
sultant deflections are set equal to the deflections that the unknown
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reactions produce in the elastic support. The case of a diaphragm
between the flexible beams, having no contact with the slab, may be
treated in a similar manner, for, in this case, the deflections are the
relative deflections of the various points connected by a particular
diaphragm, and the flexibility of the various points of connection of
the beams with the diaphragm is determined by the elastic properties
of the diaphragm.
Other cases of distribution of loading than those described in
Section 5 may be treated in various ways. One case of some interest
is that of a load distributed uniformly over a rectangular area. Such
a case may be treated by assuming temporary beam supports coincid-
ing with two opposite sides of the loaded rectangular area. The
temporary beam supports may be considered to have zero modulus
of elasticity, and then the analysis can be carried out in the manner
indicated for the other problems solved herein. In many other cases
one may use to advantage this introduction of an arbitrary joint in a
structure where no actual joint exists. For example, one may find
the fixed-end moments and reactions due to a line loading by consid-
ering a panel of the slab with some deflection along the line of loading.
After determining the fixed-end forces and the load on the line, one
may establish the coefficients for the fixed-end reactions and moments.
One may use the tabulated coefficients for other purposes than for
the distribution procedure. For example, one may derive an ex-
pression, in terms of a trigonometric series, for the reaction at an edge
of a simply supported slab due to a line or point load. The numerical
values of the coefficients in the series may be obtained from values re-
ported in Tables 6 and 8, as is shown by the derivation given in Sec-
tion 8 of Appendix B.
VIII. INFLUENCE SURFACES FOR SLABS
30. Reciprocal Relations in Slabs With Two Opposite Edges Simply
Supported.-Certain special laws of reciprocity,* in addition to the
usual general reciprocal relations derived from Maxwell's Theorem
of reciprocal deflections, apply to slabs with two simply-supported
opposite edges.
*Several special cases have been pointed out by others. See: H. M. Westergaard, "Computation
of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1930, p. 1-23,
especially p. 7.
D. L. Holl, "Analysis of Thin Rectangular Plates Supported on Opposite Edges," Bulletin 129,
Iowa Engineering Experiment Station, Iowa State College, 1936, p. 35.






FIG. 10. GENERAL TYPE OF SLAB TO WHICH CERTAIN RECIPROCAL
RELATIONS APPLY
Consider a slab with simply-supported edges parallel to the axis
of y, continuous over any number and spacing of simply-supported
flexible beams of constant section parallel to the axis of x. In each
panel formed by lines parallel to the x axis and by the simply-sup-
ported sides, the slab is of constant thickness. It is assumed that
Hooke's Law applies to the material in the slab and supporting
beams. The slab may extend indefinitely far in the y direction, or
it may be supported or restrained in some manner on the edges
parallel to the x axis. An example is shown in Fig. 10.
A concentrated load P at the point ul, vi may be represented by
the line load on the line y = v, expressed by the trigonometric series
2P nlruI n'rx
F =- sin - n -- (95)
a .,,-,2,,.. a a
as is shown in Section 5. Each sine wave component of loading
2P naru nrx
F. = - sin -- sin - (96)
a a a
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produces a sine wave of deflection, or of moment in the x direction,
or of moment in the y direction, or other particular effect on the
line y = v2, of the form
2P nirul nrx
. F = - c. sin - sin -- (97)
a a a
where c. depends on the properties of the entire structure.
Similarly, a concentrated load P at the point u2, vi may be repre-
sented by the line load on the line y = vi,
2P nru 2  nrxF = - E sin - sin --- (98)
a .- 1,2,,.. a a
Each sine wave component of loading,
2P niru2  nirxF, - sin - sin (99)
a a a
produces certain effects on the line y = v2 of the form
2P niru2  nrx
c, F = - c. sin -- si ---- (100)
a a a
where c, is the same as in Equation (97), since the structure is the
same and the loading is of the same type and is proportional to the
loading producing (97).
Comparison of (100) and (97) shows that the effects at x = U2 in
(97) are exactly the same as the corresponding effects at x = u, in
(100). Since the component effects are the same, the total effect is
the same. Consequently, one may state the following reciprocal
theorem:
Theorem I. The effects expressible as a sine series (deflection w,
)2w ( 2w
curvatures , - , bending moments Mx, M,, etc., but not Mx,,
Ow
or -, etc.) at the point u2, v2 due to a load P at the point ui, vi are
equal to the corresponding effects at ul, v2 due to the same load P at
U2, Vi.
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This statement may be readily extended to the case of similar
line loads on the lines x = u, and x = u 2.
It is noted that there is a corresponding reciprocal law for simply-
supported beams: the simple beam moment at point 1 due to a con-
centrated load at point 2 is equal to the moment at point 2 due to
the same concentrated load at point 1.
For the special case of a rectangular panel simply supported on
four sides one may apply Theorem I to obtain a reciprocal relation
between effects at the points ul, vi and u2, v2 by considering the axes
of x and y interchanged temporarily; certain effects at u2, v2 due to a
load P at ul, vi are equal to corresponding effects at ul, V2 due to the
same load P at u2, v1, which, in turn, from consideration of the other
direction, are equal to the corresponding effects at ui, vi due to the
same load P at us, v2. In this case, the only effects that may be
considered are those expressible as sine series in both directions;
82w 32w
namely, deflections w, curvatures - , , moments M. and M,,Ox2  ay2
04w a2MX"
and certain other quantities such as - , , etc. Therefore
ax4  9xay
one may state the following corollary which holds also for one
dimension of the slab infinitely long:
Corollary I. In a rectangular slab simply supported on four sides
the deflection, curvatures, and bending moments at a point u2, v2
due to a load P at the point Ui, vi are equal to the corresponding
quantities at the point ui, vi due to the same load P at us, v2-.
This corollary can be derived also from a consideration of the
infinitely long slab, and has been used by Holl.*
A second general reciprocal theorem applies to the deflections
along the lines y = vi and y = v2 due to loads at U1, v2 and ui, vi,
respectively. Let the load P at the point ul, vi be expressed as the
line load on the line y = vi given by Equation (95). Similarly a
load P at the point u1 , v2 may be expressed as the line load on the
line y = v2:
2P niru . nrxF = E sin - sin - (101)
a -1,2,,.. a a
where (101) and (95) are identical, term for term.
*See preceding footnote.
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The general form of the "Theorem of Reciprocal Deflections" due
to Maxwell and others may be stated as follows:* The forces of a
given system acting on a structure do the same amount of work during
the application of a second system of forces to the structure as the
forces of the second system would do during the application of the
first system. The theorem is derived by means of the principle of
conservation of energy and applies to a structure in which Hooke's
Law holds, and where superposition of effects is valid. A special
case is the ordinary statement that the vertical deflection of point 1
due to the application of a vertical load at point 2 is the same as the
vertical deflection of point 2 due to the application of the same
vertical load at point 1. The extension to sine waves of line loading
and sine waves of deflection along a line is obvious.
Then, for each value of n, the sine wave of deflection on the line
y = v2 due to a sine wave of loading on the line y = v, is equal to
the sine wave of deflection on the line y = vi due to the same sine
wave of loading on the line y = v2. Consequently, the resultant
deflections on the line y = vi due to the load P at ul, v2 are equal
to the resultant deflections on the line y = v2 due to the load P at
aw 82w
ul, vl. Then the slopes -- , and the curvatures in the x direction --
Ox ax 2
as well as higher derivatives with respect to x along these lines, also
obey the same reciprocal law. One may state the following theorem:
Ow
Theorem II. The deflection w, the slope - , and the curvature
02w Ox
-- at the point us, V2 due to a load P at u1, vi are equal to the corre-Ox2
sponding quantities at the point us, vi due to the same load P at ul, V2.
a2w
A third law of reciprocity for deflections w, curvatures -, and
Ox2
derivatives with respect to x of even order only, may be derived by
combining Theorems II and I.
Theorem III. The deflection w and the curvature in the x direction
0 2w
-- at the point u\, vi due to a load P at us, v2 are equal to the corre-Ox 2
sponding quantities at the point u2 , V2 due to the same load P at ul, vi.
31. Use of the Deflected Structure as an Influence Surface for the
Slab.-The principle established by Muller-Breslau, that an influence
*See, for example, R. V. Southwell, "An Introduction to the Theory of Elasticity," 1936, The
Clarendon Press, Oxford, p. 11.
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Fia. 11. TYPE OF STRUCTURE FOR WHICH INFLUENCE SURFACES CAN BE
OBTAINED BY THE DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURE
diagram for an effect at one point due to a load at a second point may
be obtained as the deflection of the structure due to a distortion of a
particular sort, may be applied to slabs.* The procedure is discussed
here because certain cases are very simply treated with the use of
the distribution procedure.
Suppose it is desired to find the influence surface for M, at the
point x = u on the line y = v of the slab shown in Fig. 11. The in-
fluence surface is obtained as the deflection of the slab due to a unit
angle change or change in slope in the y direction concentrated at
the point u, v. If there is no rigid supporting beam on the line y = v,
let there be a rigid support temporarily placed there, and consider
the slab cut transversely over the support. Introduce a negative
unit concentrated rotation at the point x = u on the edge of a panel of
the slab adjacent to the cut. This is done by rotating the edge ac-
cording to the equation
2 n .ru nix
S= - sin - sin -- (102)
a -..... a a
That this represents a concentrated negative rotation of unit magni-
tude is seen by comparison with Equation (20) for the trigonometric
series corresponding to a concentrated load.
Consider each term, or each value of n separately, as in the other
cases studied. Write in fixed-end moments and fixed-end reactions
in the panel due to the rotations of the edge. Then imagine the slab
cemented together at the place where it was previously cut, and the
*See for example, H. M. Westergaard, "Graphostatics of Stress Functions," Trans. Am. Soc.
Mech. Eng., March 1934, p. 141-150, especially p. 148.
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temporary support removed. Distribute the unbalanced moments
and reactions throughout the structure. One will find certain edge
moments and deflections at every joint. From these, by use of the
tabulated values of deflection in the interior of a panel due to moments
and deflections of an edge one may compute deflections throughout,
and obtain the complete influence surface.
It is noted that this procedure is applicable to continuous beams
or frames also.*
One may obtain the influence surface for curvature in the x direc-
2
'w
tion, -- , by use of the reciprocal relation given as Theorem III in
o x2
Section 30. Apply a unit load at the point where the influence is
O'w
desired, and after analysis of the structure compute -- throughout.
a2w Ox
2
Then the curvatures - at the original point for a load at some other
ax2  ( 2w
point are equal to the curvatures - at the other point for a load at9x 2
the original load point.
The influence surface for moment in a supporting beam is obtained
in the following manner. Let it be required to find the influence
surface for moment at the point x = u in Beam A of Fig. 11. Con-
sider the beam separated from the slab, and broken at the point
considered; then introduce a unit angle change in the direction of
positive moment in the beam at the point x = u. The beam will
deflect in the shape of the moment diagram for a unit load at x = u.
The deflection will be given by the equation
2a 1 nru nrxA = si n sin (103)2 ,.... a a
Now consider the beam cemented together at the discontinuity and
compute the load F on the beam required to pull the beam up to a
horizontal line. The loading is as follows:
2'r2 EI nlru nrx
F a- n 2 sin - sin - (104)
a3  -1,2,3.. a a
This loading reversed, or applied downward, on the complete struc-
ture along the line of the supporting beam, will produce a deflection
which is the influence surface desired.
*See, for example, Hardy Cross, "Statically Indeterminate Structures," published in mimeo-
graphed form in 1926, Chapter IV.
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If the beam is rigid it is necessary to compute the loads required
to deflect the slab to fit the beam. In this case, joint or edge deflec-
tions in the slab at the panels adjacent to the beam are introduced.
These deflections are, of course, those given by Equation (103).
In all the cases discussed, the influence ordinates are the resultant
deflections due to all the sine-wave components combined.
32. Numerical Example Illustrating Computation of Influence Sur-
face for Moment in a Rigid Supporting Beam.-It is desired to find
the influence surface for moment at the center (point A) of one of
the rigid beams supporting a long side of the simply-supported slab









The deflection of the rigid beam, and consequently of the edge of
the slab, that must be introduced, is a triangle with a maximum
ordinate at A of 10.0 ft. This deflection may also be expressed as an
infinite series, derived from Equation (103):
2a 1 nTr nrxA - -- sin - sin--
7r2  ,.. n 2  2 a
Since the slab is simply supported there will be no edge moments.
However, in expressing the effect of the deflection of an edge, one
must introduce, for each value of n, a fictitious edge moment, -Mw,
where, for j = 0,
N 2  N 7r 2 2
-M = -_--- A = - A"
n =
s
2  a 2
Then, one must add an edge moment M', to cancel -Mw. Therefore,
one has the equation
Nir2
M' = M. = - A"=n
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The deflection at y = v is determined from the relation, for each
value of n,
b2
w = CAn + C -- M'
N
This last equation, written for the sum of all the component deflec-
tions, with some simplification, becomes
S2a C 2b2  nr nrx
w= n C, sin -- sin
.-. 3,... r n a 2 a
or, with numerical values,
F C 1 nr nfirx
w= 8.10 - + 20.0 C, ft. sin - sin --
L-n.s,.. 2  J 2 a
The values of C and C, are taken from Tables 6 and 11 for the various
b v
values of - and - considered.
s b
The following values of the coefficients of sin -- in the expres-
a
sion for w were computed:
Values of Coefficients of sin nlrx/a
nn ---------------------------
v/b = 0.2 v/b = 0.5 v/b = 0.8
1 +6.36 ft. +3.85 ft. +1.51 ft.
3 -0.51 -0.18 -0.05
5 +0.12 +0.02 0.00
7 -0.04 0.00 0.00
a a
With these coefficients the influence ordinates for u = - and u = -
2 4
3a v
or - were computed for particular values of -. The results are
4 b
given in the following table:
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Ordinates to Influence Surface for Mbeam
u/a
v/b = 0 v/b = 0.2 v/b = 0.5 v/b = 0.8 v/b = 1.0
Y or 3  5.00 ft. 4.08 ft. 2.58 ft. 1.03 ft. 0
2 10.00ft. 7.03ft. 4.05ft. 1.56ft. 0
These results may be interpreted in the following way: a load of 10 lb.
1
at u = -a, v = 0.2b produces a bending moment in the beam at point
4
A of a magnitude of 40.8 ft. lb.
IX. GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE ANALYSIS
33. Summary.-The procedure given here relates the analysis of
slabs continuous in one direction to the analysis of continuous girders.
The moment distribution procedure is used for the analogous continu-
ous girder. It is noted that a number of analogous girders must be
treated, corresponding to the number of terms in the infinite trigono-
metric series for the slab which are required to obtain results of the
desired precision. The analysis of a slab continuous in one direction
is somewhat more tedious than the analysis of a continuous girder,
but is based on the same principles. The solution of the problem of
a slab continuous over yielding supports, such as flexible beams, is
best handled by an indirect procedure similar to that suggested by
Cross for the treatment of sidesway of frames.
The flexural stiffnesses of a panel of a slab depend on both span
lengths. For panels very short in the direction of continuity the
stiffness varies nearly inversely as the panel length, but for long panels
the stiffness varies nearly inversely as the transverse span. Conse-
quently, the flexural stiffnesses for slabs continuous over rigid sup-
ports do not differ as much as for continuous beams. Moreover, the
carry-over factors are always less than 0.50 for slabs, and grow con-
siderably smaller as the number of terms in the series, n, increases.
Therefore one may develop the approximate rule that a slab continu-
ous over a rigid support with any series of panels is approximately
"50 per cent fixed" at that support for loads in the panel considered.
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The tabulated values given in this report are developed for the
distribution procedure, but they may be used in other analyses or
for other purposes.
The distribution procedure may also be used to compute influence
surfaces for a slab. One may estimate very readily, by rough calcula-
tions based on the distribution, the form of the influence surface for
moment in a beam. This may be used to form some judgment of the
way in which the load is "carried" to the simple supports in view of
the static control for total bending moment in a cross-section of the
structure. On any cross-section parallel to the simply-supported
edges through the entire structure consisting of a continuous slab and
supporting beams, the magnitude of the total bending moment on
the section is determined by statics. Part of the total moment is
resisted by flexure in the beam, the remainder by flexure in the slab,
but the manner in which the moment in the slab is distributed over
the section, and the amount of the moment resisted by each beam,
is statically indeterminate. One may, however, in many cases assign
reasonable values to the magnitudes of the various moments. For
loads great enough to cause cracking of the concrete, a rational an-
alysis founded on good judgment is probably a better basis for design
than an "exact" analysis developed on the assumption of a homoge-
neous, elastic material.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS OF THE ORDINARY THEORY
OF FLEXURE FOR SLABS
The ordinary theory of flexure of slabs is based upon the following
assumptions, similar to those upon which the ordinary theory of flexure
of beams is based, namely:
(1) The stresses acting on any cross-section have no resultant
force in the direction of the plane of the slab, and the slab is loaded
only by forces normal to its plane.
(2) The slab is of constant thickness of homogeneous, elastic,
isotropic material.
(3) The strains and detrusions in the plane of the slab vary linearly
through the depth of the slab.
The derivations of the fundamental equations, based on these or
equivalent assumptions, are available in a number of places in the
literature.* The relations necessary for the present work are summa-
rized here.
The forces acting on cross-sections of the slab are shown in Fig. 1.
With the use of the quantity
El Eh 3N = - -_ (A1)
1 - A 12(1 - (Al)2)
as a measure of the stiffness of an element of the slab, the relations
between the bending and twisting moments and the deflections are
F O2w 02w -]
L y 2  Ox 2 j
a2w
M,= -N (1 - )--
*For example: H. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel
Loads," Public Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1930, p. 1-23, see p. 2.
H. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs," Proc. American Con-
crete Institute, Vol. 17, 1921, p. 415-538, see p. 424.
A. NAdai, "Die elastischen Platten," 1925, Julius Springer, Berlin, p. 18.
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These moments are the resultants, per unit of length, of stresses
on the cross-section that are linearly distributed through the depth
of the slab. At the bottom of the slab the stresses as shown in Fig. 1
are given by the well known relations
MM-
j, = -- I = -- AM
=1 I h2
2





With the use of Laplace's differential operator for two dimensions
a2  a2
V = - + 2 (A4)
(x92  y




= -N -- (v 2w)
ay
These shears are the resultants, per unit of length, of the shearing
stresses rT, and r,y, respectively, shown in Fig. 1, which are distributed
over the depth of the slab according to the ordinates of a parabola, in
a manner similar to the distribution of the shearing stresses in a rec-
tangular beam.
Substitution of the moments and shears expressed in (A2) and
(A5) into the equation of statics expressing the equilibrium of ele-
ments of the slab gives the result
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a w Q4W 04w p
v 2 (v2w) - + 2-- + - - (A6)
ax4  ac20y 2  ay4  N
This is the fundamental equation for the flexure of slabs.
The reactions on faces such as those shown in Fig. 1 may be stated
as follows:
On a face normal to the x axis,
OMev
R. = V, + -- (A7)
9y
and on a face normal to the y axis,
R, = V,+ a-M (A8)
ax
In addition, at each corner formed by the intersection of faces normal
to the axes of x and y, there are concentrated reactions Re. The
magnitude of these corner reactions is
Rc = 2My (A9)
For positive Mx, the reaction Re at a corner such as that shown in
Fig. 1 is positive upward; at the corner diagonally opposite, Re is also
positive upward; and at the other two corners, Re is positive down-
ward.
The ordinary theory of flexure is not valid in the neighborhood of
a concentrated load or near an edge of the slab where the assumptions
upon which the ordinary theory is based are not fulfilled. For the
determination of the tensile stresses at the point of application of a
concentrated load Westergaard* suggests using, with the ordinary
theory, an equivalent circular area of distribution of the load de-
termined by a special theory. He gives values of the diameter of the
equivalent circular area of loading in terms of the actual diameter
of the loaded area.
*H. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public
Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1930, p. 1-23, see p. 1 and Table 1, p. 9.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF FORMULAS
1. General Solution of the Fundamental Equation for Slabs.-Under
certain conditions the fundamental equation of the ordinary theory of
flexure for slabs
'
4w 04w 84w p
V2 (V2w) - + 2- + - = - (B1)
ax4  aOx2 y 2  Oy4  N
may be solved in the form
(nry \ rx
w y -(nY)-sin -rx (B2)
.- ,,,",. \ a / a
where Y. is a function of nry/a, or of the variable y only.
Consider one term of the infinite series, for a particular value of
n. In terms of s = a/n, one has
w = Y - sin -- (B3)
s ) s
Equation (B2) or the single term (B3) applies to the rectangular slab
shown in Fig. 2, with the sides x = 0 and x = a simply supported,
and the sides y = 0 and y = b restrained in some arbitrary manner.
With the notation
iry 7rx
7=-- , S-- (B4)
S S
the slopes, moments, shears, reactions, and loading corresponding to
the deflection given by Equation (B3) are determined from the
fundamental equations of Appendix A with the following results:
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9w 7r







M. = N--(Y - MY")sin
s
2














V, = N-- (Y' - Y"') sins
8
3




R, = N-- [(2 - u) Y' - Y.'] sin
S3
74




dY s dY s2 d2Y
Y' =- = -- Y" = - -,etc.
d7 r dy ' r2 dy2
(B6)
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It is noted that a sine wave of deflection is accompanied by slopes,
moments, shears, reactions, and loading which are all given by sine
curves or cosine curves in the x direction multiplied by functions of
y only.
In general, the deflection w in Equation (B3) may be stated in
two parts,
w = wp + we (B7)
where w, accounts for the loading for the particular value of n, and
w, accounts for certain of the boundary conditions. The function w,
satisfies Equation (Bl) but may not satisfy the boundary conditions.
The function we satisfies the differential equation
9 4Wc a4 Wc a 4Wc
-- + 2 -- + = 0 (B8)
Ox4  ax2ay 2  ay4
and the sum of w, and w, satisfies all of the boundary conditions
for the particular value of n.
Of special interest in so far as the derivations in this work are
concerned is the solution of Equation (B8) in the form
we = Y sin ý (B9)
where Y is a function of 7, or of y only. This solution applies to the
case, shown in Fig. 2, of a rectangular slab with two opposite edges
simply supported, and the other two restrained in some arbitrary
manner, with no load on the slab. The function Y, as stated by
Nadai,* is in the present notation
Y = ci sinh 7 + c2 cosh 7 + c3 7 sinh 7 + c4 4 cosh 7. (B10)
The following quantities are necessary in the use of Equations (B5)
when Y is given by Equation (B10):
Y'= (c2 + ca) sinh 77+(ci + c 4) cosh 7+c 4 7 sinh 77+Cs 7 cosh ]'
Y"= (ci+2c4) sinh 7i+(c 2+2c3) cosh 77+c3 ? sinh ?7+c4 7 cosh B11
Y'"= (c2+3c3) sinh q+ (ci+3c4) cosh n7+C4 1 sinh 77+C3 77 cosh 7
Y""= (c1+4c 4) sinh 7 + (c2+4c 3) cosh 7 +c C sinh + c4 q cosh q
*A. NAdai, "Die elastischen Platten," 1925, Julius Springer, Berlin, p. 69.
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From these equations one may verify the fact that we corresponds
to no load on the slab and no deflections or moments M. at x = 0
and at x = s. The four constants in Equation (B10) are determined
by the boundary conditions at the edges of the slab y = 0 and y = b.
2. Formulas for Elastic Constants.-In Fig. 3 consider the case
of a sine wave of rotation without deflection at the edge y = b, the
edge y = 0 remaining fixed. With the notation for the edge moments
and forces used in the text and illustrated in Fig. 3, the boundary
conditions may be stated as follows:




and at y = b
S - = 0o sin (
ay (B13)
Since there is no load on the slab w, = 0 and w = we.
For these boundary conditions one finds the following values of
the constants in Equation (B10):
p sinh p s
cl = -C 4 = *--0
sinh 3 - 2  ir
C2 = 0
p cosh - sinh p , s
3 = inh 2 * -





The moments M and reactions R at the edges are found to be as
follows:
At y = b
M = MVIy = -K(Po sin (1DO)
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where
sinh 3 cosh - N
K = 27r
sinh 2 f - #2 s
sinh 0 cosh 3 - 3 N
= 20 sin 2 - --- (B17)
sinh 2 0 - 2 b
R = R, = Q)o sin f (B18)
where
r[sinh 2  - + 032  ] N F sinh 2 2
sinh2 - 2 g 2 sinh 203
At y = 0
where
and
M = My = - kK4o sin
0 cosh 0 - sinh 3k =
sinh 0 cosh 0 - /3
R = -R, = -qQ o sin
where
20 sinh 0 N 2/3 sinh 0 N
qQ = 7r2 --





Now consider the case, in Fig. 2, of a sine wave of deflection with-
out rotation at the edge y = b, the edge y = 0 remaining fixed.
The boundary conditions may be stated as follows:
At y = 0




A w = 0,
awA = -- = 0
say
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Since there is no load, w, = 0 and w = we.
For these boundary conditions one finds the following values of
the constants in Equation (B10):
( cosh ( + sinh (
Cl = - C4 - A 0
sinh2 ( - (3
C2 = 0
0 sinh 3
c3 = sinh- - - Ao0
sinh 2 (3 - (32
(B26)
The moments M and reactions R at the edges are found to be as follows:
At y = b
M = M, = QAo sin f (B27)
where Q is given by Equation (B19), and
R = R, = TAo sin (B28)
where
sinh b cosh + 3 N sinh 0 cosh f + 3 N
T = 27r- = 203 - (B29)
sinh2 (3 - (2 s3 sinh2 - (2 b3
At y = 0
M = My = -qQAo sin (B30)
where qQ is given by Equation (B23), and
R = -R, = -tTAo sin
3 cosh ( + sinh (
t=
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3. Formulas for Moment at the Fixed Edges of a Panel of a Slab
Due to a Line Load.-It is desired to find the end moments on the lines
y = 0 and y = b of the slab in Fig. 3, when these ends are fixed against
rotation and deflection, due to a loading
F = Fo sin ( (B33)
on the line y = y- = b - v.
In view of the fact that a sine wave of loading produces a sine
wave of fixed-end moment, and also that a sine wave of end rotation
produces a deflection with ordinates varying as a sine wave, one may
apply Maxwell's Theorem of reciprocal deflections to obtain the in-
fluence line for fixed-end moments in the following manner:
With all quantities given as sine waves in the x direction, the
deflection in the slab on the line y = y, due to a unit negative rota-
tion at y = b when the edge y = 0 is fixed, is equal to the end
moment at the edge y = b due to a unit line load applied to the
slab on the line y = yi. These reciprocal relations may be formu-
lated as follows:
D= 0 sin = -F = -Fosin (B34)
w = wo sin = MF M F sin J
The case of rotation without deflection at the edge y = b, the
edge y = 0 remaining fixed, is treated in Section 2 of this Appendix
in deriving formulas for the elastic constants. One may write the
deflection of the slab due to the rotation
= 0o sin ý
at the edge y = b, in terms of the constants ci, c2, c3 and c4 stated
in Equation (B14). With the reciprocal relations of (B34) one ob-
tains the following formula for the fixed-end moments at the edge
y = b due to a line loading on the line y = y\:
Fos 1
MF =sinh 2 -- - [\0 sinh 0 sinh n10 vr sinh 2
- 02
+ (/3 cosh f - sinh j) 7i sinh ni - (03 sinh 3) 71 cosh m71]
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This equation may be simplified and stated in the form:
Fos a sinh 3 sinh 77 - -ni7 sinh a
MF = (B35)
r sinh2 0 - (/2
where
a = 3 -- l =- (b -y) =-- (B36)
8 8
If the distances yj and v are interchanged in (B35) one obtains
the formula for the fixed end moment at the edge y = 0 due to a load
on the line y = v. This formula may be stated as
ME = -CMFob (B37)
where
sinh 0 (77 sinh a) - O3a sinh (3871
CM = (B38)
0 (sinh 2 3 - 02)
4. Formulas for Reaction at the Fixed Edges of a Panel of a Slab
Due to a Line Load.-In a manner similar to that used in the preceding
section the influence line for fixed-end reaction at the edge y = b
in Fig. 3 due to a line load on the line y = yi, given by the equation
F = Fo sin (
is obtained from the case of a deflection without rotation at the edge
y = b, the edge y = 0 remaining fixed, as treated in Section 2 of this
Appendix. The reciprocal relations in this case may be stated as
follows:
A = Ao sin f = -F = -Fo sin (B39)
w = wo sin ( = RF = RF sin J
With these relations and the values of the constants given in Equation
(B26) one finds the fixed-end reaction at y = b
1
R = -Fo 0  [(sinh 3 + 0 cosh 3) sinh 71
sinh 2 2 _- 
+ 0771 sinh / sinh 77 - (sinh 3 -+ 3 cosh 3) 171 cosh i7]
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This formula may be simplified and rearranged in the form
sinh 1 (sinh i7 + a cosh rvi) - 3 (sinh a + o1 cosh a)
RF = -Fo- (B40)
sinh 2 3 - 02
By interchanging the distances yj and v in (B40) one obtains the
fixed-end reaction on the edge y = 0 due to a line load on the line
y=v
R = -CRFo (B41)
where
sinh 3 (sinh a + 771 cosh a) - 3 (sinh 7i + a cosh (i)CR = (B42)
sinh 2 3 -_32
5. Formulas for Effect of a Moment Applied at One Edge of a Panel
of a Slab.-Consider a moment applied at the edge y = b of the slab
shown in Fig. 3. Let the edge at y = 0 be simply supported, and the
applied moment be given by the equation
(B43)M = Mo sin
The boundary conditions are stated as follows:
at y = 0,
A=w=0
M = My = 0,
and at y = b,
A =w = 0
M = My = Mo sin ý
For these boundary conditions one finds the following values of the
constants in Equation (B10):
Mob2  cosh t3
2N 0 sinh2 3
C2 = c 3 = 0
Mob2  1
C4 = 32N 12 sinh 1
(B44)
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With these constants one may write the bending moments M.
and M,, and the twisting moment My as follows:
M. = (m. + Am,) Mo sin '
My = (my + Amx) Mo sin - (B45)
Mxy = (1 - A) mwyMo cos
in which
1 inh






my =- (1 + - tanh q - 3 coth 3)
2 sinh 0
(B46)
The deflection w may be written
b2
w = CwM 0 - sin (B47)N
where
1
Cw = - m (B48)
032
If the moment M in Equation (B43) is applied at the edge y = 0
the bending moments M. and My and the deflection w on the line
y = v are the same as the quantities in Equations (B45), (B46),
(B47) and (B48) for y = b - v. However, the twisting moment
on the line y = v is of the same magnitude as, but opposite in sign
to, the twisting moment given by Equations (B45) and (B46) for
the line y = b - v. This follows from the manner in which positive
twisting moment is defined.
6. Formulas for Effect of a Deflection of One Edge of a Panel of a
Slab Combined With a Moment at That Edge.-Consider a deflection
of the edge y = b of the panel of the slab shown in Fig. 3. Let the
edge deflection be given by the equation
A = Ao sin (B49)
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Combined with the deflection let there be an edge moment at the
edge y = b, of magnitude given by the equation
(1 - t) Nr 2
-Mw = - --- Ao sin ( = -Mow sin
8
2 (B50)
If the edge y = 0 is simply supported, the boundary conditions
are stated as follows:
at y = 0
A=w = 0
M = My = 0,
and at y = b
A = A0 sin ý
For these boundary conditions one finds




C2 = C3 = C4 =
With these constants one may write
moments in the.slab as follows:
the following values of
(B51)
the bending and twisting
sinh 1
My = -- Mw = -CM,
sinh /3
(1 - u) NTr 2  cosh 77
MA, = - Ao-- cos = - CXYMoW cos
s2  sinh
The deflection w may be written as
sinh n7
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If the deflection A in (B49) and the moment -Mw in (B50) are
applied at the edge y = 0 the bending moments M. and My and the
deflection w on the line y = v are the same as the quantities stated
in (B52) and (B53) for y = b - v. However, the twisting moment
on the line y = v is of the same magnitude as, but opposite in sign
to, the twisting moment given by (B52) for the line y = b - v.
This follows from the definition of positive twisting moment.
7. Formulas for Moment and Reaction at the Fixed Edges of a Panel
of a Slab Due to a Distributed Load.-Let the slab shown in Fig. 3
be subjected to the loading
p = po sin ( (B54)
where po is a constant, and let the deflection of the slab be given by
the equation




Then w will satisfy the fundamental equation for the flexure of slabs.
The boundary conditions corresponding to (B55) are
at y = 0 or b




pos2M = P - sin e
R=0
It is desired to make the edges at y = 0 and y = b fixed. This
is done by introducing a deflection
Pos4A = --- sin e (B58)
N7 4
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at each edge, without rotation. The reactions at the edges due to the
deflection will be the fixed-end reactions, and the moments at the
edges due to the deflection plus the moment given by (B57) will be
the fixed-end moments. Since Poisson's ratio u does not enter into
the moments or reactions at a fixed edge, one may take )u = 0 in
the subsequent work, and set M = 0 in (B57).
By use of the elastic constants for the slab one finds the fixed-end
moments and reactions as follows:
MF = - (Q- Q)-- sine
NrT (B59)
PoS4RF = - (T -tT) -- sin
N7r4
With the values of Q, q, T, and t given by Equations (B19), (B23),
(B29), and (B32), one finds
82 sinh 3 -
MF = -po = -cmpob 2  (B60)
72 sinh 3 +
where
1 sinh f -
cm = - (B61)
032 sinh f +
and 2 pos cosh f - 1
RF = = -c,pob (B62)
7r sinh 0 + 0
where
2 cosh f - 1
Cr - (B63)
0f sinh f + B
For f approaching zero, MF approaches the moment for a fixed-end
1
beam, -- pob2, and RF approaches the reaction for a fixed-end beam,
1 12
-- pob. 122 P b"
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8. Formulas for Reaction at the Edge of a Simply-Supported Panel
of a Slab Due to a Line Load.-One may obtain the influence ordinates
for reaction at an edge of a simply-supported panel of a slab due to
the line loading
F = Fo sin (
in a manner similar to that used for the fixed-end reaction. Let the
edge y = b of the slab in Fig. 3 have the deflection
A = A0 sin ý
The boundary conditions are stated as follows:
at y = b
A = Ao sin (
M =0
and at y = 0
M =0
With these boundary conditions one finds the following values of
the constants in Equation (B10):
1 c- P osh 3 1
ci = + ----
2 sinh 2 1 sinh f




The deflection of the slab may then be stated as
w = w0 sin (B64)
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where
sinh , 1 -7
o = -- 1 + ( coth 1- coth 7) (B65)
sinh 3 2
This may be restated in terms of the notation used in Equations (B46)
and (B52). One obtains the result
wo = C + (1 -M) m. (B66)
Then with the reciprocal relations
A = -F = -Fo sin
w = wo sin ý = R = Ro sin (
where R is the reaction at the edge y = b due to the line loading F,
one finds the following expression for the reaction at the edge y = b
due to a load on the line y = yj a distance v away from the edge b
R = Ro sin ( (B67)
where
Ro = - [C + (1 - .) m~ Fo (B68)
Equation (B68) also gives the reaction on the edge y = 0 due to a
line load on the line y = v, in a slab simply supported on all sides.
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